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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled, "Some Spaces of Single and Double Se-
quences", is an outcome of my research that I have been pursuing for the last 
four years under the esteemed supervision of Dr. Mursaleen, Professor, Department 
of Mathematics, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
The central theme of the present thesis is to study of double sequences from the 
matrix transformations views points. In particular, we are interested those sequence 
spaces which involve the idea of almost convergence or (T-convergence. The results 
obtained in the thesis are organized as: 
In C H A P T E R I, we recall some elementary definitions, notations and back-
ground material for single and double sequences. 
C H A P T E R I I is devoted to characterize almost conservative and almost co-
ercive four dimensional matrices. 
In C H A P T E R I I I . we define Banach limit for double sequences and introduce 
some new spaces related with the concept of absolute and strong almost convergence 
for double sef'tiences and also we establish the inclusion relations for these spaces. 
In C H A P T E R I V , we define and characterize four dimensional a-multiplicative 
matrices, and establish a core theorem. Also we characterize the cr-conservative and 
<T-coercive matrices for double sequences 
C H A P T E R V. deals with the studv of new spaces of double sequences in-
volving the idea of a--mean: e.g., IV^IAV^M." and i^. 
In C H A P T E R V I , first we define the space BV2 of double sequences of a-
bounded variation and show that it is a Banach spaces under certain norm. We 
also define and characterize absolutely cr-conservative and absolutely (j-regular four 
dimensiuonal matrices. 
C H A P T E R V I I . we (h^ne and characterize tiie class (V^, V.7)reg and es-
tablish a cort^ theorem, where V.^ is the space of fr-convergent double sequences 
X = {xjk)- We further determine a Tauberian condition for core inclusion and core 
equivalence. 
Towards the end of the thesis, we have given a fairly exhaustive hibhography 
of the books and publications to which references have been made throughout the 
thesis. 
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Chapter 1 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
BASIC DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS 
In this chapter we give notations, definitions and some results which are already 
known in the literature which form the background of the thesis. 
1.1. NOTATIONS 
Throughout the present work we shall use the following notations which are conven-
tional (cf. Cook [8], Maddox [23], Mursaleen [38]). 
N := The set of all natural numbers 
M := The set of all real numbers 
C := The set of all complex numbers 
lim : lim 
inf : inf, unless otherwise stated 
k k>l 
sup : sup, unless otherwise stated 
k k>\ ' 
^ : means summation over fc = 1 to A: = oo, unless otherwise stated 
k 
X := {xk) or {x'fe}, the sequence whose k-th term is Xk 
e.k := (0,0, • • • , 0,1,0,0, • • •), the sequence whose k-th com.ponent is 1 and others 
zeros, for all fc G N 
e : = (1,1, ! , • • • ) 
a; := {x = (xfc) : Xfe G E or C } . the space of all sequences, real or complex 
numbers 
ty^ := {;;• 6 u) : sup j x^ j< oo}, the space of all bounded sequences 
k 
c := {x G uj : lim:r^. = ^ for some i E C} , the space of all convergent sequences 
k 
Co := {x G CO : lim .7:A, •- 0}, the space of all mill sequences 
^oc,c and Co are Banach spaces with the norm 
IJxIU = s u p I Xk ! . 
k 
ip := {x e uj : Yl \^k\^ < ° c} , the space of all absolutely p-suminable sequences 
k 
ip is a Banach space with the norm 
\\^\\p= (y^N-cr) . i<p<oc. 
Note that 2^ is a Hilbert space. 
A '•- iank)]n,k = 1 ,2 ,3--- , denote the infinite matrix of real or complex 
numbers. 
If <7 is a function of a variable which tends to a limit, then we write 
/ = 0{g) : means | / | < Mg, where M is a constant 
/ = o{g) : means f/g —> 0. 
1.2. M A T R I X T R A N S F O R M A T I O N 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 . Let .4 = (a„fe) be an infinite matrix of real or complex 
numbers and x = [xk) be a sequence of real or complex numbers. Then we write 
^4n(:/-) = y ^ ank^k 
which is called the A-f/ransform of the sequence x = (xk) whenever the series on the 
right converges for each n = 1, 2, • • • . The sequence x is said to be A-summable to 
i if An{x) converges to £ as i) -^ oo. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 2 . Let X and Y he two nonempty subsets of the space u. If 
X € X im{)lies Ax = (A,i(x)) e Y then we say that A defines a matrix transfor-
mation, from X into Y. and \\v de^note by {X, Y) the class of matrices A which 
transform X into Y. By (A', >'),.,,,, we (hniote the subset of {X,Y) for which limit or 
svnn is preserved. 
1.3. CONSERVATIVE AND REGULAR MATRICES 
DEFINITION 1.3. A matrix A = {a„k) is said to be conservative, if Ax G c for 
X = (xfc) E c, and we denote this by A E (c, c). 
DEFINITION 1.4. A matrix A = (a„fe) is said to be regular if it is conservative 
and limAx = Unix, and we denote this by 4^ e {c,c)reg-
The following are well-known Silverman-Toeplitz [8, 23] conditions for the reg-
ularity of ,4. 
THEOREM 1.1. A matrix A = (a^ )^ is regular, i.e. A E (c, c)reg if and only if 
(i) sup5]|a„fc| < C)o; 
n k 
{a) hm a^k = 0, for each k] 
n—>oo 
{in) lim JZ^nfe = 1-
n—>cxD ^ 
The following is a generalization of the above theorem by Kojima-Schur [8, 23]. 
T H E O R E M 1 . 2 . The matrix A = (ank) is conservative, i.e. A G (c, c) if and only 
if 
(i) sup^ | a„ ; t l < oo; 
n A: 
(ii) lim a,ik = a^ ; for each k\ 
{in) lim Yl '^nk = a. 
1.4. ScHUR M A T R I X 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .5 . A matrix A is called Schur matrix if Ax € c for all x E ioo, 
and we denote this by A € (^oc,^)-
The following are necessary and sufhcient conditions for a matrix A to be Schur 
[481. 
T H E O R E M 1 . 3 . The matrix A E {ioc.,c) if and only if 
(/') limr;,,^. for each k: 
{a) X] \^nk\ converges uniformly in n. 
k 
1.5. B A N A C H LIMIT AND ALMOST CONVERGENCE 
In 1948, Lorentz [22] introduced a new method of summation which assigns a general 
limit to certain bounded sequences. This method is narrowly connected with the 
Banach limit. The sequences which are summable by this method are called almost 
convergent sequences. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .6 . A Unear functional L on loo is said to be a Banach limit (see 
[3]) if it has the following properties: 
{i) L{x) > 0 if x > 0 (i.e., x„ > 0 for all n); 
[ii) L{e) = 1, where e = (1,1,1, • • •): 
(m) L{Sx) = L{x); 
where the shift operator S is defined by 
DEFINITION 1.7. A sequence 2: e /oo is said to be almost convergent to the 
number i if each Banach limit of x is i. The class / of almost convergent sequences 
was introduced by Lorentz [22], who proved that a sequence x = (xk) is almost 
convergent to f if and only if 
hm tkn[T) = lim ; = t, 
k~^oc k~^oo K - 1 
uniformly m ?/,. and i is called the /-limit of x. 
A convergent sequence is almost convergent and its limit and its generalized 
limit are identical. Bi.it an almost convergent sequence need not be convergent, e.g. 
a-= (1,—1,1,—I,---) is not convergent but it is almost convergent to 0. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 .8 . A matrix A =-- (ank) is said to be strong regular if Ax G c 
for X E f with lim.4.r ^^ / -Ihn.r , and we dcn(;tp this by A E (/, c). These matrices 
were defined and charac:teriz'\l by Lorentz [22.. 
1.6. ALMOST SUMMABILITY 
In 1966 King [21]. using the concept of almost ronvergence introduced almost sum-
mability and defin(^d almost con.sfTvative and almo.st regular matrices. 
DEFINITION 1.9. A sequence x is said to be almost A-sumrnable if the A-
transform of x is almost convergent. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 0 . A matrix A = {ank) is said to be almost conservative if 
Ax e f for X e c, and we denote this by ^ e (c, / ) . 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 1 . A matrix A = (ank) is said to be almost regular if Ax e f 
for x e c with / - lim Ax = Hm x, and we denote this hy A e (c, f)re.g-
King [211 gave the following characterization: 
T H E O R E M 1 . 4 . The matrix A = (onk) is almost conservative if and only if 
(i) sup<^  Yl h 
n+p—l 
J=n 
E % 4 P G N + ^ < T O , n = 0,l,2, 
(u) there exists Qf^  € C, A; = 0 ,1 , 2, • • • , such that 
n+p—l 
i^™ p YL ^jk = o^k, for each k (uniformly in n); 
(Hi) there exists a G C such that 
n+p—l oo 
lim - J3 E a,fc = a (uniformly in n). 
REMARK 1.1. if we take Q = 1, 0;^  = 0 for each k in Theorem 1.4; then these 
conditions are reduced to the necessary and sufficient conditions for almost regular 
matrices. 
1.7. ALMOST COERCIVE MATRICES 
In 1969 Eigen-Laush |17j defined and characterized the class of almost coercive ma-
trices. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 2 . A matrix A = [unk) is said to be almost coercive if Ax G / 
for x G ^oc; and we denote this by A G {doo, / ) • 
T H E O R E M 1 .5 . The matrix A = (Onk) is almost cof^rcive if and only if 
(^ ) m>\ E ; 
fc=o • 
ll+p-1 
E "'jk pe N+ ^< oo. n = 0,1,2, 
(n) there exists Ofc G C, A: = 0 ,1 , 2, • • • , such that 
rt+p-1 
^^ "^  p S '^jk = /^c uniformly in ??.: 
p-»°° j=„ 
oo | n + p ~ l 
(u?;) Urn i J ] j ] [ojfc - ftfcl 
P-+^ ' ^A;=o | j = n 
1.8. INVARIANT M E A N S 
0 uniformly in n. 
In 1972 Schaefer [47] defined the notions of cr-conservative, a-regular and (7-coercive 
matrices analogous to the notions of almost conservative, almost regular and almost 
coercive matrices (by using the concept of invariant mean) and obtained conditions 
which characterize them. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 3 . Let a be a one-to-one mapping from N into itself. A con-
tinuous linear functional tp on ^^ o is said to be an invariant mean or a a-m.ean [44] 
if and only if 
(i) ip{x) > 0 when the sequence x = (xk) has Xk > 0 for all k: 
(ii) ip{e) = 1; 
{Hi) ip{x) = (p{{xa(^k))) for all x e ^oo-
By V(j we denote the set of bounded sequences all of whose cr-means are equal. 
We say that a sequence x = (x^) is a-converge,nt if and only if x € V„. For 
<j{n) = n + 1, the set V„ is reduced to the set / of almost convergent sequences. 
Note that c C T4 C foc-
If x = (xfc), write Tx = {x„[k))- It can be shown that the set Va can be 
characterized as the set of ail bounded sequences x for which 
lim (:r 4- Tx -f - • • + Tx)/{p + 1) 
p—>oc 
exists in t^ and has the form Le, L being the common value of all a-means at .r, 
we write L ~ cr-lim x. where T^'x - (•XVP(A-)) is the p — ih iterate of T on x. 
1.9. M A T R I X T R A N S F O R M A T I O N S IN V„ 
The following definitions and characterizations are due to Schaefer [47|: 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 4 . A matrix A = {ank) is said to be a-consernative if and only 
if Ax e Va for X e c, and we denote this hy A e (c, V„). 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 5 . A matrix A = {ank) is said to be a-regular if and only if it is 
i7-conservative and a- lim Ax = lim x for x G c, and we denote this by A E (c, Vajrcg-
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 6 . A matrix A = {ank) is said to be a-coercive if and only if 
Ax e V„ for x e iao, and we denote this hy A e {ioc, Va). 
T H E O R E M 1 . 6 . The matrix A = (a„fc) is a-conservative if and only if 
(i) ||v4|| =sup<^ £ |a„fc| ><oo; 
n (, fc=0 J 
{a) ttk = {a„fe}^i e V„ for each k; 
oo 
(m) a = ^ 5Z a„fc > e K ; 
U=o J „=i 
when A is cr-conservative , the cr-limit of Ax is 
lim J-
oo 
fe=0 -' fc=0 
for every x = (x^) G c, where ti = a- lim o, and w^ = o- lim a^, A- = 1, 2, - • • 
T H E O R E M 1 .7 . The matrix A = (a„fc) is (7-regular if and only if 
(i) IIAll = sup<^ YL l«'»fc| \< ^• 
{a) ak = {anfcj^i 6 V(T with a-limit zero for each k: 
(MZ) a = S 53 <^nA: f € Kr wltli (7-liniit + 1 . 
U=o J „,= i 
An application of a-regular matrices is shown in |1 | . 
T H E O R E M 1 .8 . The matrix A = (o,„A:) is ^--coercive if and only if 
(i) \\A\\ =• SUP'^  Y. V^nk\ \< ^^• 
n (k=() J 
(M) ak = {anfe}^=i € Va for each fc; 
0 uniformlv in ?i; 
' ' ^ ' ^ fc=i 
where ?z^  = a- Urn 0^. In this case, the cr-hmit of Ax is Yl ''^kO'k for every x = {xk) € 
f 
1 . 1 0 . D O U B L E S E Q U E N C E S 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 7 . A double sequence X — (xjk) is said to be convergent in the 
Pringsheim sense (or P-convergent) if for given e > 0 there exists an integer A^  such 
that \xjk - i\ < e whenever j , k > N. We shall write this as 
lim Xjk = i, (1 • 1) 
j,k—KX> 
where j and A; tending to infinity independent of each other (cf. [43]). We denote 
by C2, the space of P-convergent sequences. Throughout the thesis limit of a double 
sequence means limit in the Pringsheim sense 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 8 . A double sequence x is bounded if 
II X 11= sup |a;,-fc| < oo. 
j,k>0 
Note that, in contrast to the case for single sequences, a convergent double 
sequence need not be bounded. By c^ , we denote the space of double sequences 
which are bounded convergent, and by i^ the space of bounded double sequences. 
Obviously C^ Ci^. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 1 9 . A double sequence x = {xjk) is said to converge regularly 
[30] if it converges in Pringsheim's sense and, in addition, the following finite limits 
exist: 
limx.k^i,, 0- = l , 2 , 3 , - - - ) , (1-2) 
fc—voo 
\imx,k = hk, (fc= 1,2,3,-••)• (1-3) 
Obviously, the regular convergence of.;; implies the convergence in Pringsheim's 
sense as well as the boundedness of the terms of x, but the converse implication fails. 
Let cf denotes the space of regularly convergent sequences x = (.r^ fc) and Cj 
the space of continuous linear functionals on cfj. 
1.11. B O U N D E D - R E G U L A R M A T R I C E S 
Bounded-regular matrices have been studied by Robinson [45] and Hamilton [20|. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 2 0 . A matrix A = [amnjk) is said to be bonndc.d-regular if 
Ax G c^ for all x G c|° with lixnAx = lima;. 
T H E O R E M 1 . 9 . A matrix A = [amnjk] is bounded-regular if and only if 
(i) Urn amnjk = ^ (i,fc = 0 ,1 , - - - ) ; 
777.,ri -^OC 
oo oo 
[u) l im 5 ] Y, (^rnnjk = 1; 
'" '"-* '» j=0/t=0 
oo 
(m) lim Y.\amnjk\ = ^ (A; = 0 ,1 , • • • ) ; 
m,n—>oo j_Q 
oo 
(it;) lim ^ |a^„jfc| = 0 (j = 0 ,1 , - - - ) ; 
oo oo 
{'") E E l«mnjA;| < C < OO, ( m , n = 0, 1, • • • )• 
1.12. C O R E S OF R E A L B O U N D E D SEQUENCES 
Let us consider the following functionals defined on o^o^  
^(a;) = lim inf x, L(rc) = l imsupx, g l^a^) == limsupsupipri(a;), 
1 '^ 
Lix) = lim sup sup > 
p n P 
We define K-core, B-core and <T-core for single sequences. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 2 1 . The Knopp core (or K-corej (see [8], [26]) of real number 
sequence x = (x^) is defined to be closed interval {i{x),L{x)]. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 2 2 . The Banach core (or B-core) (see [12], [39]) of real bounded 
number sequence x = (xk) is defined to be closed interval [~L(—x), L{x)\. 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 2 3 . The a-core (see [9], [27]) of a real bounded number seciuence 
x = [xk] is defined to be closed interval l—q^{—x),qa{x)]. 
When a{n) = n + 1, q^x) = L(x), the cr-core of x is reduced to the Banach 
core of x. 
Now we define the following cores for double sequences: 
DEFINITION 1.24. The Pringsheim core (or P-core) (see [40]) of a real t)ounded 
double sequence x = {xjk) is defined to be the closed interval [P- lim inf x, P- linn sup x-j 
D E F I N I T I O N 1 . 2 5 . The M-core (see [31], [37]) of a real bounded double sequence 
was defined as the closed iulervai [—L*(—x), L'{x)], where L*{x) is a sublinear func-
tional on £^ defined by 
m+-p—In+g—1 
L*(x) = l i m s u p s u p — y . /_] '^jk-
p.g—>oo m,n PQ , 
1.13. INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis we study various concepts for double sequences, e.g. almost conver-
gence, almost regular, almost conservative matrices, cr-convergence, cr-multiplicative, 
(7-conservative, cr-coercive, absolutely a-conservative (regular), V^^-regular matrices 
and cr-core theorems, etc. We also define some new spaces for double sequences in-
volving the idea of almost convergence and cr-convergence and study their properties 
and some inclusion relations. 
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Chapter 2 
FOUR DIMENSIONAL ALMOST CONSERVATIVE 
MATRICES 
FOUR DIMENSIONAL ALMOST CONSERVATIVE 
MATRICES 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of almost convergence for single sequences was introduced by Lorentz [22] 
and for double sequences by Moricz - Rhoades [28] and further studied by Mursaleen 
- Sava§ [34] and Mursaleen [37]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A double sequence x ~ (xjk) of real numbers is said to be 
almost convergent to a limit s if 
lim sup 
p,q->-<x, jnn 
m+p~ln+q~l 
j=m k=n 
= 0 
We shall denote by /2 the space of almost convergent double sequences. 
Note that a convergent double sequence need not be almost convergent. How-
ever every bounded convergent double sequence is almost convergent and every 
almost convergent double sequence is also bounded. 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 2 . Let A = (a^nj/c) {j,k = O, ! , • • • ) be a four dimensional 
infinite matrix of real numbers. For all rn, n = 0,1, • • •, forming the sums 
oo oo 
ymn ^^ / ^ / ^ (^mnjk^jk 
j=0 k=0 
called the A-means of the sequence x = [xjk)- We say that a sequence x is 
A-summahle to the limit t if the yl-raeans exist for all TTT., ra = 0,1, • • • in the sense 
of Pringsheim, that is, 
oo oo 
lim y ^ } amnjkXjk = ymn and lim y^„ = t 
p,a—>oo ' ^ <• ^ 77i,n—>oo 
3=0 fc=0 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 3 . A four dimensional matrix A = {amnjk) is said to be almost 
regular (see [34]) if for every x = [Xjk) G cf, Ax G f-z with /2-lim .4a; = hma;, 
i.e, it transforms every bounded convergent double sequence into almost convergent 
with the same limit. Note that in this case /1-means are obviously bounded since 
Ax G /2 and every almost convergent double sequence is also bounded. 
11 
We give the following characterization of almost regular matrices for double 
sequences which were characterized by Mursaleen Sava§ [34j. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 1 . A matrix A =-- (a„j„jA-) is almost regular, i.e. A G {c^,f2)rcg if 
and only if 
(i) Mm /?(j, A:, p, q, s. t) = 0 ( j , fc = 0 ,1 , • • •) , uniformly in s, f = 0 ,1 , • • •: 
p.ij—>oc 
;5C oc 
{ii) !im Yl Yl '^ '(j) '^^P-Q^s, t) = 1. uniformly in s, t = 0, 1. • • •; 
oc 
(izi) Inn J2\l^U^k;P,q,s,t)\ = 0, (A-= 0 ,1 , • • • ) , uniformly in .s,^ = 0 ,1 , •••; 
p,q~^oc j^Q 
oc 
(w) lim J2\PU^k,p,q,s,t)\=--0, (j = 0,1, • • • ) , uniformly in s , i = 0 ,1 , ••• ; 
cx:> o c 
i^) Jl Z Wmnjkl < C < OO, (m, 71 = 0, 1, • • • ); 
j = 0 fc=0 
s + p - 1 <+(j-l 
where ,/3(j,A-,p,g,s,i^) = ^ J2 J2 o-^nnjk-
m=s n=t 
Strongly regular matrices for double sequences were characterized by Moricz -
Rhoades [28]. and for single sequences by Lorentz [22] 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 4 . We say that a matrix A is strongly regular if every almost 
convergent sequence x is .4-summable to the same limit and the A-means are also 
bounded. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 2 . Necessary and sufficient condit ions for a matrix A = {(immk) tc^  
be strongly regular, i.e.. A € (/2, ( '^^ jrvs ai'f" that A is boimded-regular and satisfies 
the following conditions: 
(i) lim J2Y.\^i(> n,nn3k] = 0; 
OO oc 
('/:?:) lim Yl Yl I '^"i "mnjk] --- o-. 
where 
^Wf'-rnnjk '^' '^ninjk ~ ^>n>n,j^ < .k '^Hci A Q J (i,nnjk ^- <li)injk ~ 'Irnn.j.k~l • 
Almost strongly regular matrices for double .sequences were introduced and 
characterized by Mursaleen [371. and for singk^ sequences by Duran [161. 
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D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 5 . A matrix A = (amnjk) is almost strongly regular ii Ax e f-j. for 
X = (xjk) € /2 with /2-limAx = /2-l imx, I.e. it transforms every almost convergent 
double sequence into almost convergent sequence with the same limit. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 3 . A matrix A = {amnjk) is almost strongly regular if and only if 
A is almost regular and satisfies the following two conditions: 
lim y ^ y~^ I Aio i3{p, q, j , k, s, t)\ = 0, uniformly in s, t > 0, 
oo oc 
lim V " Y ] i Aoi /3(p, qj, k, s,t)\ = 0, uniformly in s,t> 0, 
i=0 j=0 
where 
and 
Aio/?b, <1, h k, s, t) = p(p, q, j , k, s, t) - p{p, q,j + l,k, s, t) 
Aoi/3(p, ?, J, k, s, t) = /?(p, q, J, A;, s, ^ - I3{j>, q, j , k + l,s,t). 
In this chapter, we define and characterize almost conservative and almost co-
ercive matrices for double sequences, while for single sequences such matrices were 
studied by King [21] and Eizen - Laush [17] respectively. 
2 . 2 . A L M O S T C O N S E R V A T I V E M A T R I C E S 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 . 6 . A four dimensional matrix A = {amnjk) is said to be almost 
conservative if Ax € /2 for x = {xjk) G cf. And in addition if /2- lim Ax = lim x, we 
say that A is almost regular. 
In the following theorem we characterize the almost conservative matrices and 
get the conditions for alm.ost regular matrices as a corollary. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 4 . A matrix A = {amnjk) is almost conservative, i.e. A G (cf , /2) 
if and only if 
(7,) ||yl|| = sup5]]a„j„,7;| < 00; 
rn.n j_k 
{ii) lim d{p,q,j,k,s,t) = Ujk, for each j,k (uniformly in s,t): 
(7//) lim ^/:?(p, q, j , A:,.s",/) ----- a., (uniformly in sj,): 
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(iv) lim Yl\p{p,q,j,k,s,t)\ = UQk. for each fc (uniformly in s, t); 
(i') lim X^ |/3(p, q, J, fc,s,t)| = 7i,o, for each j (uniforruly in .s,f); 
where the lim means P-lim, and 
s+p-lt+q-l 
Pip, Q, j , k, S,t) = — y^ Y ] 0,mnjk-
In this case, the /2-lirnit of Ax is 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
iu + ^{ij - i)ujo + J2^hk - £)uok + Y^ Yl^Xjk - ij - hk - i)ujk.. 
j = 0 fc=0 j = 0 k=0 
where 1 = P- lim x. 
P R O O F . Necessity. Let A = {amnjk) be almost conservative. Fix s,t E X. Let 
s + p - l i + ? - l 
l'pqst\p^J ^^ / ^ / ^ •^mn\'^) 
m~s n=t 
where 
It is clear that 
]=Q k=0 
Kin & cf ; m, 7i -= 0,1,2, • • • . 
Hence tp^st G C2' :p, q = 1,2,- • •. Since A is almost conservative. 
lim tpqjx) = t(.x), say: 
uniformly in s,t. It follows that {tpgstix)} is bounded for x G c^ and fixed 6-,^ 
Hence, ||ipqst(a^)|| is bounded by the uniform boundednciss principle. 
For each i,v G Z"*", define the se(iu(>n(;e // = yip,q,s,t) by 
«S'M E E <',nnjk) •• if 0 < j < / : , ( ) < A-<r . 
y,k = <j ^ "'=-^' " = ' ^ 
0 : '(/ < />• and i. < j . 
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Then y G c§, \\y\\ = 1, and 
i V s+p-1t+q-l 
TT 
pq 
I V s+p-lt+q~l 
j = 0 /fc=0 
Hence 
Therefore. 
Itpqstiyii l£ WtpqstW \\y\\ ~ \\ipqst\\-
- . 0 0 0 0 s+p—1 t+q~l 
" ^ j = 0 fc=0 m = s n=« 
SO that condition (i) follows. 
Let the sequences 5^'-) = {b\p : j , A: = 0 ,1 , 2, • • •) , B''?) = (b'f,^). C^"-^ = {cf,}) 
and C = (cjfc) be defined as follows. 
For all j , k, q, r, 
f^iQT) ^ I 1 ; if 0'' ^) = (?' ^) 
*^^  1^  0 ; otherwise ; 
•^ '^  \ 0 ; otherwise ; 
^(r) ^ r 1 ; if fc = r 
^^ \ 0 '. otherwise : 
and 
Cjk = 1 for all j , k. 
It is clear that C, B^^\ C^''\ B<J'=) € cf, (j = 0,1, 2, • • • ; A;- = 0,1, 2, • • •). Hm Vs-,(C)' 
limtpgst(B^^^), lim/:pgsi(C^^') and YiratpqstiB''^-^'^^) must exist uniformly in s.t. Hence 
conditions (iii), (v), (iv) and (ii) must hold respectively. 
Sufficiency. Let the conditions hold and x = ix^k) € c^- Fix s.t £Z. Then 
cc oc s+p-ll + q-i 
tpqst{x) = Z^Z^Z_^ 2-^ Z^ (hmvjkXjk 
^ oo oc |.s—p—1 (+( / - l 
^^rnnjh h'jA 
Therefore, \tpqst{x)\ < i^'.st\\x\\ by (i), where K,„ is a constant mdependent of p,q. 
Hence p^,^ ./; G c^',p = 1,2,3, ••• ;<7 =^  1,2, ;5,--- and the sequence {|Kp,,sc,||} is 
bounded for each s,t G Z+. Conditions (ii). (iii), (iv) and (v) imply that 
lmitp,,,(B^-''''), hm/.p,,s,,(C). Hui/,,,,,„ (r'"*) and luu/,,„,, (/i'-"), 
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exist for s = 0,1, 2 • • • , t = 0 ,1 , 2. • • • , j - 0,1, 2, • • • and k - 0 ,1 , 2, • • •. Since 
{C, B^^\ 6'"=) and 5'^ ^^^ ; j = 0, 1, 2, • • • , A— 0,1- 2, • • • } is a fundfunental set in cf 
(see Moricz [30]). 
Therefore. 
lim t„stix) = tsti-T^) 
exists and tgt G cf . Therefore, tgt has the form 
oo oo 
+ J 2 S](^jfc - ^^ - f^c+ )^^ «t(B^ '^^ ) 
7 = 0 k=0 
But t,t{C) = u, tst{B^'^) = w,o, t.t(C(^)) = x^ofc and UiB^^''^) = tz.vc, j - 0 ,1 , 2, • • •: 
fc = 0 ,1 , 2, • • • by (iii), (v), (iv) and (ii) respectively. Hence 
lim tpqstix) = t{x) 
p,g—>oo 
exists for each x £ c§ and s, i = 0,1,2, • • • with 
CO oo oo oo 
t{x) = iu + 52 (£ , - i)u^o + X^(^fc - )^Mofe + X I 5I(^^fc - ^, - /ifc - i)u,k- (2.1) 
j = 0 A;=0 j = 0 k=0 
Since tj^st{x) € c^ for each p, g, s and t, it has the form 
oo oo 
tp,st{x) = itp,st{C) + J2i^J - ^)tp,st{B^'^) + Y,{hk - i)Wst{C^''^) 
j=0 k=0 
oo oo 
+ EE(-^ "^ ^ - ^^  ' ^^ - ^%,AB^''^). (2.2) 
j=0 k=0 
It is easy to see from (2.1) and (2.2) that the convergence of {tpqst{x)} to t{x) is uni-
form in s, t, since tyqstiC) -> u, tpqst{B^^^) -> UJQ, tpqsi{C^^^) -^ UQ^ and tp,,stiB^^^^) -> 
?ij/c (p, <7 —> oo) uniformly in s,/ . Therefore A is almost conservative, and 
hm tpqgtix) = t{x) uniformly in .s, ^ 
p,q-->oo 
This completes the proof of theorem. 
C O R O L L A R Y 2 . 1 . if we take a = ^,'iLjk -= O = //,,o -^  ?ioA: for each J, A: in our 
theorem; then these conditions are reduced to the necessary and sufficient conditions 
IG 
for almost regular four dimensional matrices and we get Theorem 2.1. 
2.3. A L M O S T C O E R C I V E M A T R I C E S 
D E F I N I T I O N 2 .7 . A four dimensional matrix A = {amnjk) is said to be almost 
coercive if Ax e /2 for x = [xjk) G i'^. 
In the following theorem we characterize almost coercive matrices for double 
sequences. First we prove the follov/ing lemma which will be used in our next theo-
rem. This lemma is a generalization of the Lemma due to Schaefer [46]. 
L E M M A 2 .1 Let B{s,t) = {bpqjk{s,t)), s,t = 0,l,2,--- be a sequence of infinite 
matrices such that 
(i) \\B{s,t)]\ < H < +00 for all s,t; and 
(n) for each j , k \imbpgjk{s,t) = 0 uniformly in s,t. 
V;<i 
Then 
hm / J y]^pqifc(s, i)xjk = 0 uniformly in s, t for each x e £^ (2.3) 
if and only if 
P'9 
\\xny y |6pq-,fc(s,t)| = 0 uniformly in s,^. (2.4 
P R O O F . Let (2.4) hold and x ^ H'^. Then, since 
Y^^bmjAs,t)x^k < ||a;|| J^V|6pqjfc(.s,i)|, 
j k j k 
condition (2.3) holds clearly. 
Conversely suppose that (2.3) holds but (2.4) does not hold. Let 
lim V V |Vjfc(s, i)| = A > 0 for all .s, t. 
pq / J .<1_—/ 
•j k 
For fix .s,t, let us write h{p,qj, k) in place of bpqjk{s,t). Let for a given e > 0. 
iV(e) = |p,5 e N : 5^5]] |6(jAry,j, AOI > A - A . 
^ j k ^ 
Then by (i) and (ii) there exist increasing sequences of integers pr, Qr G N{l/r) and 
jr, kr such that 
_E Z\Hpr,qr^J.k)\<l/r, ] 
'i:~'t\b{Pr,qr,J-k)\<l/r, 
E E \b{Pr,(lr,j,k)\ <l/r, 
j k<kr^i 
E E \b{Pr,(lr,.i.k)\ < I jr. 
j k>kr-
Now define x & i"^ such that jV-i < J < >, fcr-i < k < k, 
> (2.5) 
jfe 
1 ; if b{pr,qrj,k) > 0, 
- 1 ; if h{pr,qr,j,k) < 0. 
Then for all Pr,qr G iV(l/r), 
EE+ E E+EE+EE 
i<ir-l k jr^l<j<jr k j>jr k j k<kr-l 
+E E +EE 
j kr-l<k<kr j kykr'' 
b{pr,qrj,k)x^ jk 
ir~l<j<jr k j<jr~l k 
-\\x\\'^Y^\b{pr,qr,J,k)\+^ ^ b ^ r 
j>jr k j k,— i<k<kr 
-\MY^ H HP'-^(lr^J'^^')\^\yA\^^\b{Pr,qr,J,k)\ 
j k<kr-l J k>kr 
> ^ Yl ^^'P'' '^•' •^ ' ^^^^'^ ^ S XI ^(Pr^(}r, J. k)Xjk - 4/r 
j r - l < 3 < > fc J kr-l<k<kr 
JT-l<j<jr k 'J k, -l<k<kr 
EE-EE-EE-EE 
• i k 3<3r-\ k j>jT k j k<kr-i 
E E 
J k>kr 
|/Hp,-,<-/r,jU-)i-4/r 
IS 
^E5Zi^(p-'?^'-^'''^')i-^/^-
J k 
Therefore 
lim Y^ X^ KPV Qr,j, k)x.jk > lim ^ ^ |6(pr, Qr. j , k)\ 
j k j k 
and (2.3) implies that 
Mm} /^ \bpgikis.,t)\ — 0 uniformlv in s.t. 
p,<i " — ^ ' ^ 
] k 
This completes the proof of lemma. 
T H E O R E M 2 . 5 . A matrix A = (amnjk) is almost coercive if and only if 
(z) \\A\\ = sup Yl\(lmnjk\ < OO; 
m,n j^k 
(a) lim P{p,q,j,k,s,t)=Ujk, for each j , /c (uniformly in s,t); 
p,g—>oo 
(m) lim E E ^ 
pq 
:+p- l«+g- l 
2L/ A ^ "'mnjk Ujk 
m=s n=t 
where the lim means P- lim, and 
0, uniformly in s,t; 
^[j,k,p,q,s,t) = —Y, Y^amnjk. 
m—s n=t 
In this case, the /2-limit of ^a; is E E '^''jkXjk for every x = (xjk) G i^. 
j=i fc=i 
P R O O F . Necessity. Let the conditions hold. For any positive integers J, K 
J K J K   s + p - l (+13-1 
]=i fc=i j=\ fc=i PA m=s n—t 
J K | S+P-1 t + q - 1 
ii"/EE E E "-"^^ p,<; 
,s+p—1 i + q —1 00 -DC 
pq 
pq 
< lims 
p.q 
» P E E E E 
7n=s 7i~t j^i k—l 
(^rnnj k pq 
< \\A\\. 
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This shows that ^ ^ lii^k] converges, and that Y2 Yl ''•hk-^jk is defined for every 
X = {xnk) e if. 
Let X = {Xjk) be any arbitrary bounded double sequence. F'or every positive 
integers p, q 
oo oc ^ -. .s+p—l <+<j—1 X 
j = l ^-=1 ^^'"'' m=s n = t / 
7fc 
DO OC r-S+p—lt+q—l I 
X jk 
< sup 
< ||x|| sup 
s,t 
I oo oo r-s+p—1 t+q—1 , 
' J = l fc=l '- m=s n=t ' 
• oo oo s+p—l t+q—1 
/ J / ^ / , / J [C'mnjk ~ Ujk 
'-j=l fc=l rn=s n=t 
Letting p,q ^- oo and using condition (iii), we get 
Xjk 
pq 
1 
pq 
OC oo s+p—l t+q—1 
EEE E 
j—l k=\ rii = s n=t 
^mnjk'^jk 
o o CxO 
/ . / /'hk^jk-
i = i fe=i 
Hence Ax G /2 with /2-hmitA;r — X^ 5Z j^/ta^ jfc-
J = l A-= l 
S'lifficiency. Let A be almost coercive matrix. This implies that A is almost conser-
vative, then we have condition (i) and (ii) from Theorem 2.4. Now we have to show-
that (iii) holds. 
Suppose that for some s,t. we have 
OC OC .s+p—l t + q—l 
l i m s u p ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 
' ' ' ' ' j--=l A-=-l tn-s r, = t 
•pq = .¥ > 0. 
Since \\A\\ is finite, therefore .Y is also finite. We observt; that since ^ Yl l"M-l < 
j = i A - = i 
+00 and A is almost coercive, tli(^ matrix D = (bmnjk): where bmnjk = dmnjk ~ «j/c, 
is also almost coc r^civi* matrix. By an argument similar to that of Theorem 2.1 in 
[171 for single seciuences. one can find .r G i'f for which Bx ^ fo. This contradiction 
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implies the necessity of (iii) 
Now, we use Lemma 2.1 to stiow that this convergence is uniform in s, t. Let 
hpqjkis, 0 = X] X] l^^^jf' ~ J^^ ] / P^ 
m—s n=t 
and let H{s,t) be the matrix {hpqjk{s,t)). It is easy to see that | j / f (s , t ) | | < 2\\A\ 
for every s, t; and from condition (ii) 
limhpqjk{s,t) = 0 for each j,k, uniformly in s,t. 
p,<i 
For any x E t 2 
lim ^ Yl ^MJk{s, t)xjk = /2- Urn ^ a: - ^ ^ iijfcX^ fc 
; = 1 fc=l j = l fc=l 
and the limit exists uniformly in s,t, since ^a: 6 /a. Moreover, this limit is zero 
since 
oo oo oo CO s+p—1 t+q—1 
X] X^ VJ*^(«' t)^jk < \\x\\ X^ X X 5Z f^™"^'^  ~ ""^'^^  
j = l fc=l j = l fc=l m=s n=< 
P9-
Hence 
p.q ^ ^ 
li'pqjkyS, t) = 0 uniformly in 5, t. 
j=i fc=i 
This shows that matrix A ~ {amnjk) satisfies condition (iii) 
This completes the proof of theorem. 
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Chapter 3 
BANACH LIMIT AND SOME NEW SPACES OF 
DOUBLE SEQUENCES 
B A N A C H LIMIT A N D SOME N E W SPACES O F 
DOUBLE SEQUENCES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, firstly we define the concept of Banach limit for doufjle sequences. 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 1 . A linear functional L on ^.f is said to be Banach limit if it 
has the following properties: 
(i) L(x) > 0 if X > 0 (i.e.. Xjk > 0 for all j , k) 
(ii) L{E) = 1. where E = (e^^), Cjk = 1 for all j , k: 
{Hi) L{Siix) = L{x) = L{Siox) = L(S'oix), 
where the shift operators SQI, SW and ^ u are defined by 
SQIX = (xj^ fc+i), SioX = (.Tj4-i,fc), Snx = {Xj+i^k+i)-
Let B2 be the set of all Banach limits on if'. A double sequence x = [x^i^) is said 
to be almost convergent to a number i if L{x) = I for all L (E Bo. 
The idea of strong almost convergence for single sequences is due to Maddox 
[24. 25] and for double sequences by Ba§arir 14;. 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 2 . A double sequence x = [Xjt,.) is said to be strongly almost 
convejgent to a nuni.ber /' if 
uniformly in s.t. By I/2I. we denote the space oi all strongly almost convergent 
double seciuences. Note that /oi C /2 C i'r^. 
In this chapt(!i- w(> intnuluce th(! folknving spMC(^ s involving tlu^ idea ot Baiiaih 
limit and almost convergenc(> for double scxiuences. 
•)•-) 
3.2. S O M E N E W S E Q U E N C E SPACES 
D E F I N I T I O N 3 . 3 . A double sequence .r == (.ZJA) is s;!i(i to he absolute ahnost 
convergeiit if 
oo ac 
/ ^ / _, I'^pqst ~^ ''"p-l,q,,s,t ~ T"p,q-l,s,/ '^ Tp-l,q~-l.a.tl 
p=0 q=0 
converges uniformly in s,t, where Tp^st is defined in Chapter 2. and 
Let £2 denote the set of all absolutely almost convergent double sequences. Note 
that £2 C [M C /2 C f: 'OO 2 • 
Note that the idea of absolute almost convergence for single sequences was in-
troduced and studied by Das - Kutter - Nanda [13] and Das - Sahoo [15]. 
Further, we introduce the following sequence spaces: 
Let E = {cjk) with ejk = 1 for all j,k. 
uniformly in s, / , for some i 
^ ^ rti n 
M =^x== (x>) : ^^^_^^^^^^^^^ X ^ J ] K,M ^ f'E)\ —> 0 as m. n -^ 00, 
uniformly in .s,/, for some t 
f ^ ni n 
^ ^ ' '^ p=0 y=0 
uuiforndv in ,s\ f, for SOUK^ i 
, DC OC 
I- p=0 (;--() 
(•nnv('!g(>s u n i f o r m l y in .•••./ 
2 3 
'ILh I :r = (xjk) : sup ^ ^ |dpq,„ - (-ij,__i,,,„,.( - fip,g-i„,,( f dp. i.q-i„s\M < oo 
wher(> 
and 
"m,r!,s,( — drnji,s.t\-^} 
rn n 
T)(n + 1) - ^ ^ ( m + l)(  l  TpqstXX) 
p=0 g=0 
' i o , - l , s , t ( 2 ; ) = ro,-l ,5,t( . 'E) = Xs,t-l, ^^- l , - l , s , ( ( - '^ ) = T l,-l,s,f(- 'K) = X,,.^ij^i 
By (C2, 2), we denote the space of Cesaro summable double sequences of order 
2 which is defined by 
( C 2 , 2 ) = l x = {xjk) : 7 ^ w . 5 ] ; Yl ^P.9.o.o(^) ^ ^ as m, n - ^ 00 ^ 
and by [C2,2], we denote the space of strongly Cesaro summable double sequences 
of order 2 which is defined by 
. m n 
[C2, 2] = <! X = (xjfe) ; . -^ w •^^ Y^ Yl I^MAo(a;) -^1 ^ 0 as m, n - ^ 00 
R E M A R K 3 . 1 . if [waj-hmx = i, that is , m n 
(m + l)(7j,+ 1) p=0 g=0 
as rn, n —^ oo. uniformly in .s,f; then 
EE 
p=0 g=0 
(m. + l ) (?n- 1) V 1 2 ^ 'j''»' J=0 
and 
( m f l ) ( 7 i 4 ^ 2 - . Z ^ ; ^ Z ^ '"P'^ ''' 
^ '^ ' p=0 i]=0 ^ k=0 
0. 
R E M A R K 3 . 2 . Sequence spaces uh,[w2],W2,w-2 may contain unbounded so-
cjuenci^s. 
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3.3. L E M M A S 
lu this section we prove some important, lemmas whicli will be used in proving our 
main results. 
L E M M A 3 . 1 . (Abel's transformation for double summation) 
p q 
/ ^ / ^ Vjk{ujk ~ U:i+\,k — Uj,k+i + Uj+i,k+i) 
Where 
AioWjg = •?;jg-i>j_i,„ Aoi'Vpk = Vpk-Vp^k-'i and AuU -^fc = Vjk-Vj^i^k-Vj^k-i+Vj-i,k--i. 
P R O O F . Abel's transformation for single series is 
m m 
'^Vi{Ui ^ U i + i ) = ^ « i ( W i TVi^i) TUm+lVm- (3-1) 
1=1 i=l 
Now we prove Abel's transformation for double series, 
p g 
/ ^ / _, Vjk{Ujk — Uj+i^k — Uj.k+l + • " i+Lfc+l j 
9 r P P 
fc=l 4 = 1 j = l 
by using (3.1), we have 
q r p p 
= ^ ^ Ujk{Vjk ~ 't'j-i.k) - Up+i.kVpk - X I ^^J>+i '^ ^J'^  ~ ^ i - i . ' ^ ) + "p+i , fc+iV^ 
,i-=l 1-.= ! j = l 
P r 9 9 1 ' 
= 5 ^ J ^ VjkiUjk - iij . ;i-l) - J ^ Vj^l^kiUjk - Uj^k+l) - ^ ll-p+l^Vpk 
1 LA:=1 
y 
/ ^Up+\.kt-l'"pk 
k=l k=l j = l '-A:=l 
and n(AV again using (3.1), we get 
P r '! 
5^"jA-("jA. -- V.,,k - 0 - "j.'/M''j'V ~ 5 I " j ' ' - ( ' " j - '•'-• " " J - I '^ •^  1^  
'; 
A - = l 
25 
p q 
k--=l k:--l 
'^ 2^ /_^'^:ik\'-']k ^'j,*:-l '''7-1,A; ! V-j-i.A-- 1 /' - / ^'" J.qi l'"jq + / ^ '"•j,(i+l'"j~ I ,q 
j = l k=l j = l j = l 
k=]. k=l 
P Q P q 
"= Z ^ / _ / " j * ( ' ^ U V , f c ) - V ] % g + i ( A i o ? ; j g ) - ^Up+l.k{^OlVpk) -t Up+i^y^iVpq. 
3 = 1 k=l j=l k=l 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Another form of Abel's transformation for double summation is given by Altay 
- Ba§ar [2j. 
L E M M A 3 . 2 . \w2j- lima; = ^ if and only if 
(i) to2-lim3; = £: 
(") ^ E E \Tm{n) -£\ —^ 0 {u,v —> oc) uniformly in s,t; 
m = l n = l 
V V 
('"•) ^ E E \Tnim) -1\ —>{) {u,v —> oc) uniformly in s,t] 
u r 
(''-''^ ) ^ E E \Tmnst+dmnst -Trnin) '~T„{rn)\ —^ 0 {u, V —> oo) uuiformly in s,t: 
m = l n = l 
where 
1 '" 1 " 
P R O O F . Let [u-vj-limx = / . Then obviously -a'o-lim.r = £. From the Rem-ark 3.1. 
(ii) and (iii) follows immediately. Now 
I " " 
1 - ^ '' 
II.V ^-^ ^-^ 
ni---\ n—\ 
1 " '' 
< — V V ( h » „ . , - (\ ^ \'l,n„.> - n - \rjn) ~f\^ \T„{m) - f\) 
rii=^ 1 n--1 
0 as //, r —> DC. unilbnnly in .s, /: siiux^ 
2(i 
(a) \w-2]-lunx = i imply that first sum tends to zoro; 
{})) (ii) and (iii) imply that third and fovuth simis (end to zero; 
(c) (i) implies that dmnsi —^ ^ {ni, n —> oo) uniformly in a, /,: and so the second 
sum tends to zero. 
Conversely, suppose that the conditions hold. Now 
I " '• 
7(1! ^—' ^—' 
uv in=^i n = i 
^ u V ^ u V 
< — ^ ^ \Tmnst + dmnst - Tm{n) - Tn{rn)\ + — ' ^ ^ \dmnst - ^ | 
m = l ra=l 
7/ V 
r « = l n = l 
+ - E E i^ -(^ )^ - i^ + - E E i^ "("^ ) - 1^ 
—> 0 as u,v —> cx>, uniformly in s,t. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
L E M M A 3.3. vve have 
Tmnst + "mrisf ~ T'm{n) — T„[m) ~ nil} d„i„st "~ " m - l . n , s , t "" " m , n - l , s , t + " m - l . n - l , s , ( j • 
P R O O F . Shice 
771—1 71 
p - 0 (7=0 '^Yn>7^ ^ ^''""' ' M^TTT) ^ ^""'^ '•'^  
Jrr^Vl)^!, E E ""'^•^' ^ ; ^ E E P^9-^* 
p = 0 (7=0 p = 0 (;=0 
First we solve the expression in the first bracket 
tn — 1 n 
(3.2) 
[m r 1)( l){n + i) E E^ "^'-^ ' ,„\„ ^ 1) E E^ "^^ ^ 
• ;)=() q-0 = 0 (r-^O p=U q 
I 
/ / / ( / / / + 1) ( / , ^ 1) 
n /• r(J m - 1 
' j =0 
7n.(7n, -f 1)(/;. + 1) 
-~TT7——77 y ^ [')!. -+- I T , , , , , , , - y ^ r,,,,,, 
7ri(7iH- i ) ( n + 1) ^^-^ ' z ^ f / 
1 " r 1 '" ^ 
m T?, 
q=Q 
m (n+l)g^"--.„C-+l)(n--.l)>:^g^-' 
1 ^ l^ 
Now the expression in the second bracket 
(m + 1) p=0 g=0 
n - 1 
m n 
pqst 
p=0 q=Q 
<7=0 L ^ ' "^  p=0 p=0 -^  J 
-, f l— 1 |- , n i - 1 -
7 ^ 77 S ' " " , „ , , , / — > Tp,,^ 
<?=0 
77)(rn + 1) [ ' (777 l)^m,/.-f ~ ^2_< '^ P'?-'*' 
,;:=-() 
1 
77777 
g=0 
7 ) - l 
77? (77/ -r- l]n. E E ^p'l-^' 
-0 ,/=() 
/ ^tnqst *';?;.;;--1 ,.s,/• 
77777 •'^—' 7?t 
Substitiiliiif; (.'J..']) and (3.4) in (3.2). wo got 
('•,n„Kl ~~ <lni--l.n.!<.l ^ ('m.n -l..-ij ~ <'m--\.ii-l..-<.l 
1 A 1 "'' 
777 (7 / "ii)E^ ""'-^ ' „„, E 77/ 777 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
•?H 
inti,[7i -~ 
1 
um(ii ~r 
1 
1) 
1) 
r " 
n 
; t - - l 
'Y^'^rn,,,! - (n + l )^r ,„ , , , , , 
= 0 
1 
ni 
((Ininsl " <''r„.n- I.S.I i 
71T, mn.st / TjnqfilA \(hrm!,t ('"in.ii-l.s.t) 
^-^ in 
miiAn + 11 
1 
[n + 1 ) / rnnst '~ / Tmqs 
1 1 .-
1 
77) 
("rriri.s( " " j i i j i - l,.s.f) 
T„ 
rnn \ ( rn 
We know that 
. 771 TJ 
1 
p = 0 q = 0 
r / 7 7 — 1 77 
(77?,-^  I)(r7 + 1) 
n -, 
Y^ Y ^p'l^t + Y' Tnqst 
p—Q q=Q q=0 
and 
^ r7i — 1 77 
7r?i77 + 1 p = 0 (?=0 
From (3.6) and (3.7), we have 
(n — 1) ^^ 
Thus (3.5) becomes 
9=0 
1 
77/77, 
1 
iHl. ( " ' 'f- Ijdniii.^i - i1Hir,,-i,n.s.l I- 1 ' •-
III 
inn 
''^rrnisl ~ <^'rnn.-it '^ '"'Vhutist ('m-l.n.sj) '^ ' (" /nJJsf nm.ri-l.s.t, 
Also (3.8) can be written as 
I 
[n - I] ^-^. 
Siniilarlv wc can write 
q.--() 
'/[(l.nr.st - d,n.n l.,-.,' '' 
^ -l-o 
7 ^rn^l ~ <' iiin.^l-
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
'3.9) 
3.10) 
3. ID 
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Using (3.10) and (3.11) in (3.9), we get 
1 
nin '^rnnst * ('rnrii^l j n +- 1) ^-^ {n + 1) ^ 
this implies that 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
L E M M A 3.4. Let K 
3 C OC 
mnst ~ Z_^ Z^ \dpqst ~ " p - l , 9 , s , « ~ dp^q-^l^s,t + W p - l , ( j - l . , s J | • 1 ^ C n 
p—jn q—n 
' m n s t ''m,n+\,s,t » m + l , n , s , t " T " » m + l , n - ) - l , s , t — \(imn.st (^m-\,n,s,t. ('^•Tn.n-\,s.l^^'-rii'- \.ii-\.s,t\ 
P R O O F . We have 
oo oo 
^^ / J / ^ \(ipqst (^p—l,q,s,t (lp,q~l,s,t " r "p—l.g—l, .s , i I 
m q=n 
OC OC 
/ / ^ |t/p,j.se ~ dp^i_q_s,t ~ dp^q^i^s.t + « p - l , ( / - 1 . 5 , * | 
oo OC 
OC OC 
+ 2_^ / k^p<j.sf — ^p-l ,9 , . -^ . ( — <ip ,q-L.s , / + " p - l , < ; l .s.fi 
jClpqst — rfp-l,(3r,.«.( "^ dp^q-l^s,t + " p - K < 7 - - l . . s . n 
Mp(?.5t "~ dp-ij,,s.t — dp,q- 1..S./ - r I'ip- 1.,, - 1.,.,./! 
/ ^ K^pri.s( ' ^ dp^l,n.sj — dp_n-i,sJ + " p - ! , n - l , . s , ( | 
I 
OC 
/ K ' P ; ; S ? ^ dp- [ji..-.t " ' 'p , f i -- l . ,s / "T- dp- \,„^l^,^j\ 
p—m q=n 
c>c
EE 
oo oo
E E 
Ov> r* OO OO 
E E - E 
o o n o o OC • 
- E E - E 
p = : m + l '-7=?'! ( 7 = n + l 
p = rri 
p~Tlti- 1 
30 
- oc oc 
E dpnsl — dp-i.n.s.t " dp.n ].t,.t + ''p l.n- l..s,^ 
= \dninst '^ dm-l.n.sj ' " W m , / t - K s , f T drn-Kn 1,.^,^-
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
3 . 4 . I N C L U S I O N R E L A T I O N S 
In the following theorem we establish a relationship between spaces defined in Sec-
tion 3.2. 
T H E O R E M 3 . 1 . We have the following inclusions and the limit is preserved in 
each case: 
(i) [h]C{w2)C[w2]CW2C{C2,2). 
(ii) [W2] C [C2, 2] C (C2, 2) and 4 C w^. 
{Hi) W2 C [W2] if conditions (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.2 hold. 
{iv) W2 C W2-
P R O O F , (i) Let x e [72] with [/2]- Um x = i, say. Then 
T~pqst{\x — i\) —> 0 as p, q —y 00. uniformly in s, t. 
This implies that 
] 
{rn + l)(n + 1) y2 X ] '^ P';*-'^ -^ ' "" •''I) —^ 0 as p.q —;• oc. uniformly in ,s, t. 
p=0 (1=0 
This proves that x e {wo) and [/ol-lim.r = (?(;2)-iim-'^ '^ -"' ^  
Since 
1 
(rn-h l ) ( n + 1] < 
< 
1 
rkTiT5:i:i^ -'''-'''^  
p.^.O q^O 
rn n 
ij7;rTI)5]Z;w(' ( m + l ) ( n + 1) -- /I) 
p=0 r/=0 
this implies that (OM) C ['«;•>] C »M and 
{vw2)-hn!.r -=- [H,'2|-lini ,r =- a;^-hm .r - I. 
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Since 
J rn JI 
converges uniformly in ,s,/. as in, n —> oo inijilies the convergenct^ for s = 0 ^--- f. It 
follows that. W2 C (C2,2) and 'Ui2- lim :r = (C2, 2)- Inn ;r -^- £. 
(ii) It can easily be verified that [W2] C [C2,2j C (C2,2). It is left to show t h a t 
i-2 C i/')2- We suppose that x £ £'2. Xow we have 
m —1 ?? 
l)(n + 1) ^ X . P^9.' ^ .^^ + l^  L . 2-. (m+ l)(n + l) p = 0 g = 0 
m »,—1 
' pqst 
m + 
p ^ O (7=0 
m —I n - 1 
^pqst 
' p = 0 9 = 0 p = 0 g = 0 
^ n r -, m m—1 
9 = 0 
n - 1 
p = 0 p = 0 
m—1 
•^—\ 1 >-—K i •^ ^ \ 
n '—' 77? -^ 1) ^-^ rn ^-^ 
(?=0 '- ^ ' p = 0 p = 0 
1 " r 1 "" 
% = 0 L ^ ' p :=l 
9 = 0 >-
n - 1 r 
7 7 . ^ 7n(m-r 1) S^^(V7 . ' 
p = 0 L \ ' p = l 
lim f 1) ^ (7? -^ f) ^ 77 ^ 
I p-\.q.sXj 
t ~ 'Tp-l,q,s.t) 
Tpqst, Tp—l.q.s.t) 
1 ^ I" 1 " ^ 1 v ^ / 
"" nH7» + 1) ^ ' " (/A 4- 1) ^ ""^ '^ '^ ^ ~ n - ^ '"'"^ •^ ' 
"^  ' p = l LV / ,j^j^ ,^^Q 
where r ' ^ ~= TI„J^I - rp._i.f^ ,^ ,,(. Fnrthfn- solving the expression in the bracket , wc gc-t 
1 r 1 
lim t- 1) ^ ^ /'. 7i + 1 ^-^ ' ' 
9=--1 
in [in 
•j=i 
1 
f / / / ; 
in{tn -' l)u.{ii • 1) J^5^/'^/:V/.^' - T-;,_.i,,..,, 
p:r- I 9 -
.32 
'p.q-l.s.t + 7"p-l,f/-l,.s,(j- (3.12) 
Thus 
/ J / J \^inn!il ^-'in—'i,11.^,1 '- '•m/j-l.a.i T "-,/i - l,u —1,.-..( i 
•rri= i n = 1 
yy ^ 
-^ -^^  ''^ —' m(rn + 1)77(77, + ll 
m = l « = 1 ^ ^ ' 
I 771 n 
/ ^ / ^PQVpqst "" Tp-l.q,s,t ~ 'Tp,q~i,s,t + '^p-l.q-\ .s.t\ 
p=\ q=\ 
SEE 
p=l q=\ 
00 CXD 
m=p n=q 
m,{m + \)n{n + 1) 
/ J 7 J Vpqst '^p—l,q,s,t ^p,q—i,s,t^'^p~i,q~l,s,t\-
p = l (;=1 
This proves that £2 C w^-
(iii) We have to show that W2 C [7L'2] . If X G W2 then we have 
CX) 'DO 
KnTisf = / ^ / ^ |"p(jst ~ dp-l,q,s,t ~ " p , 7 - L s , i + " p - l , g - l , s , « I ( 3 . 1 3 ) 
p=r77 q=n 
—> 0 as W.77 —)• 0. uniformly in .s,t: and 
(ipqst —^ ^ (^ !^ y) f*^  P) Q —^ oc uniformly in s, t, 
that is. iu-2- lim .x = i. 
In order to prove that x € [(i,'2J. it is enough to show that condition (iv) of 
Lemuna 3.2 holds. Bv Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 we have 
Tpq.-it -^ <}pqst ~ Tp{(]) — Tq(p) — pq[dpqsl " dp-\.q^i.t ~ dp.q-l,s,t + C'^p-l.q-1 .s.n 
and 
\dpqst "~ '^p-l,(/„s,f — <'^ p,(j -l,.s.A + "p-I,<7~l..s,d — Vp,,st — Vpji+i^f,t ~ l-p+l,(/,*-,« + I p+l ,f /^- l ,s ,^ 
So that w(- b.ave 
.. in II 
p=\ , /=! 1 ,,  1 
rn n 
E —^  / n / / f l.s.t] P=: : l f , . . l 
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by using Lcinina 3.1 for Abel's transformation, we liave 
1 
nni 
• p = l 9 = 1 (7=1 p = l 
—y 0 as rn,n —> oo, uniformly in s,t (by 3.13). Hence by Lemma 3.2, x G [W2!. 
(iv) Let .;: E w-i- we have to show that 
s u p / / ^ l^pgst " "•p-l,g,.s,( ~ "p,g-l .«.< ^ " p l,9-l.A-.t| S .?^) 
s.( p=0 ?=0 
where iC is an absolute constant. As x E W2 then there exist integers Po,'7o such 
that 
y ^ ^ Mp^ st - dp-i,q,s,t - rfp,9-i,.-i,t + c?p_i_q_i^ s,«| < 1, for all s,t . (3.14) 
P>Po ij>qo 
Hence, it is left to show that for fixed p, q 
\dpqst ~ dp-\^q^s,l •"" dp^q-i^s,t + <Ip-l,g-l,i=,t j 5 : .f^ , f o r a l l S, t. 
From (3.14) we have that 
l^pqst (^p—l,q,s,t fip.ij—l,.s,i i tip—1,(7—l.s.tj •-- J-) 
for every fixed p > /^ o, Q > Qo and for all .s, f. Since 
rn,(7n + l)n(n + l ) ( r f m n s ' "~ f^m-l,n,^,t - (^m,n-1.6,f + rfm-l.n-l.s./) 
'3.15) 
we have 
rnn 
y^y^PQi'pqst ~ '^p-l.q,s.t ~ Tp.q-l.s.t + Tp- l , r / - l , s . ? ) 
p= l q=l 
( m + l ) ( n + l)(cin„i,st — <im-l.n,.<,( ~ d„i,n-i^s.t + '' ' 'm-l.ri-L.^^.f) 
(3.16) 
— {rn — 1)(?/, + l)((im-l,M..s.( — d,n^>,i.it '^ d,a-l,„-l.s.t -~ d„,___2.i,--l.s.tj 
— {rn + l){n — l ) ( r fm.n- l„s , ( ~ f^rri-l.,,- L.^./ - (lrr}.n- •>.,'.•,/ " f/j/i - 1 .n - l'..-..?) 
-f {rn — l ) ( n — l ) ( t / m - l , n - l , . s , t — d,„--2,n- [..H.J — d.,n-ij,-2.H.t + d„i-2.»-2.sj) 
^Q ^Pi^pqs t ' p - l.r/.,s,/ •"' ' pJi 1 .^-^ Tp 1,,,-- 1.,../) 
f,= l - p = l 
34 
ni — i 
"^ 7 ^ PJTpqst — Tp-l.q.!^.! -^ Tp,q-\.^J + Tp- l,q-l,»J ! 
n - 1 r 'II 
q=l L p = i 
"~ / ^ PJTpqst — Tp-l,q,s.t " 'Tp,q-i,8.t + 7 " , ; - l . q - l , s , ? j 
P " l . ( ( - l,,S,(y 
9 = 1 
Tmqst Tm — \.q,s,t '^m,q—l,s,t "T 7~m—l.q—l,s,t j 
n - 1 
m T, [^mqst T^m-l.q.s^t Tm,q~-l.sJ + Tm-i^q-i^sJ.) 
th is implies t ha t 
( m + l)[n + l){dmnst ~ d,m~lji,s,t ~~ ^ m , n - l , s , t + t ? m - l , n - l , 6 , i ) 
— (Wl — l ) ( n + l ) ( r f m - l , n , 5 , i — d.m^2,n,s,t — f ^ r r e - l , n - l , s , t + ' ^ m - 2 , n ~ l , s , t ) 
— ( m + 1 ) ( T I — l ) ( r f m , n - l , s , i " rfm-l,n-l.s,t — ^ m , n - 2 , s , t + ' ^ m ^ l , » i - 2 , s , « ) 
^ ( r n — l ) ( n — l){dm-l.n-l..s.t ~ d,n_2,,i-l.s.t ^ drn-l,n-2.s,t + " m - 2 , n - 2 . s . t ) 
— r^ ^ ,— I -^ I f '^ 1 7 1 
^ ['rori.s.* ' ,•» i.n.s.t ' m.n-l.s.l '' ' m — i.ii~i,s,i j - x " - " ^ ' / 
Using; (3.15) and (3.17). we have t h a t 
Wmn.',l ~ •7~77i-L7i,ii,/ ~ T~m,n-l.s.t + T n j - l . n - L , s , « | ! ^ K [171, n) ( J . l o ) 
for every hx(Hl vi > po, ?? > Qo an^l for all .s, / . where K{rn. n) is a constant depenfling 
upon rn. n. Again from the definition of Tmnst- we obtain , similarly as (3.12) 
Tiim.sl Tr;; - l.fi,,s,/ Tjuji^i;,J + T,f,^i,i^i jfi 
So that 
rn.irii 
-1 yy 
1)71(11 + \) ^ ^ ^-^ 
i « ' a „ ^ , , . , , + f . 
U = l 7^=1 
(3.19) 
' rn - ,s .7i 7 I 
( / / / 1- 1 ) ( 7 / 4- l){T,nnsl. - T m - 1 , „ . . . , / ^ T m , n - l . . s , / + T „ , _ ! , „ _ I , . , , ; ) 
- ( ' / ' - 1 ) ( " -- l ) ( r „ , 1.,,.,.,, - r ,„ -2,/•,,..,( -^ T-,„- i,«--i..s.( + r,„._.2,,/ - i .s./) 
- ( ' " ' 1 ) ( / / - l ) ( r , „ , „ i_.,., - r , „ . i,„ 1,.../-'• r , 2..s.f ^ ' (71 - \.il--'l.sA ' 
3; 
+ [in - l){n - l)(T:„,__i.„_i,.,,i - Tm-^.n-^l.sJ - Tr„-l.n-2.s.t + T„,^2.n-'2.s.l) • 
Hence, it follows from (3.17) th<it for each fixed ni > pQ.ii > <JQ. 
\an,+s.n^t\ < Kim.ri), for all s.l. [•^•2{)) 
Now choose rn = nio + 1,71 = no + 1. Let 
K = m a x { A ' ( m o + l,7Zo + 1) , |ai,no+l|> lamo + l,l |) Wl.no-A, lamo+l.^k ••- |C'no+l,fio+l|}-
Hence it follows from (3.20) that 
\(iu.v\ £ K-i for all u, v 
where K is independent of 7i,'y. By (3.19) we have 
\r,nnst - Trn^l,n.3.t ~ rrn,n~l,s,t + rm-l,n~-l,s,t\ < K, for a l l m , 71, S, t. (3 .21) 
Also from (3.16) and (3.21), we have 
Mpqst - Vi.g.s.t - ^P,9-i,s,t + dp_i,g-i,s,tl < K, for all m,n,s,t. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Chapter 4 
a-CONVERGENCE AND SOME MATRIX 
TRANSFORMATIONS OF DOUBLE 
SEQUENCES 
(T-CONVERGENCE A N D SOME MATRIX 
TRANSFORMATIONS OF DOUBLE 
SEQUENCES' 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of <7-convergence for double sequences has recently been introduced in [5j. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A double sequence x = {xjk) of real numbers is said to be 
a-convergent to a number L if and only if x G V^, where 
V^"^  = {x G ^^ ; lim Tpqst(x) = L uniformly in s,t; L = a-\imx} 
p ~ l q-1 
^^ j==0 k=0 
a n d T^l,q,s,t = Tp-l,s,t = T _ l , - i , s , t = 0 . 
Let us denote by V2 and (Vg^ 'jo respectively, the spaces of double sequences x = (xjk) 
which are cr-convergent and (7-convergent to zero. For a{n) = n + 1, the set V^ 
is reduced to the set /2 of almost convergent double sequences [28]. Xote that 
cf C Vj C if. 
D E F I N I T I O N 4 . 2 . A matrix A = {amnjk) is said to be a-regular if Ax G Kf for 
X = [xjk) G c^ with cr-lim A;r = lim.x, and we denote this Vjy A G (c^, Vy);.eg. 
In [47j, Schaefer defined and characterized a-regular, cr-conservative and a-
coercive matrices for single sequences. In this chapter we define and characterize 
cr-rruiltip-licative, (T-conservative and a-coercive matrices for double sequences and 
also establish a core theorem, which will fill up a gap in the existing literature on 
matrix transformation of double sequences. 
For matrix transformations of double sequences and related methods, we refer 
to Altay - Basar [2], Qakan - Altay [6], Gokhan - Qolak [18, 19], Hamilton [20], Pat-
terson [40, 41. 42], Moric/ [29. 30], Moricz - Rhoades [28], Mursaleen [37], Mursaleen 
- F(l(4y [31], and Mursaleen - Savas [34], Robinson [45], and Zcltser [50. 51;. 
'S()ni(> results of tiiis chaiittT have IKHMI published in the Journal of Mathematical Analtjti'is and 
AppUmtiims. ,V27 (2001) 901 996. 
4 . 2 . a-MULTIPLICATIVE MATRICES 
D E F I N I T I O N 4 . 3 . A matrix A = {amnjk) !S said ^<^ he a-multipHcaUvc. ii Ax € I'T 
for .T =: {xjh] e c?= with rr-lim Ar; =: alinia;, and we denote tins by A € (c]", V."),,. 
where a <E C Note that if a = 1, then cr-multiphcative matriees are reduced to 
cr-regular. The class of cr-miiltiphcative matrices was characterized by Mursaleen -
Mohiuddine [33]. 
In the following theorem we characterize the cr-niu!tip!icative matrices. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 1 . A matrix A = (amnjk) is said to be cr-multiplicative if and only 
if 
{i) \\A\\ = s u p ^ |a„,„j;fc| < oo: 
(a) Um Pip, g, j , k, s, t) = 0, for each j , k (uniformly in s, t): 
(Hi) hm J2 (^iv, 9) J, ^-^ -5, t) = a. (uniformly in s, t)] 
[iv) lim Yl |/^(P; 9)h S^ s,i)\ = 0, for each k (uniformly in s, t); 
p,q->oc ^ 
[v) lim Yl \0{p^ <?• h ^- •'•'i ^)l = 0, for each j (uniformly in s, t); 
where the lim means P-lim. and 
J P - i q - i 
'•'^(P, *?, J , A-. •^ '- ' ' ) = — y ^ X l aa">(s).a"(t),i.fc-
^ ^ m,=n n=0 
P R O O F . Suffiaevcy. Let the conditions hold and x = (J%A.) £ c,^ with lim .TJA- = 
L, say. Then, for e > 0 there exists an integer N > 0 such that \xjk\ < \L\ + e for 
J, A.- > A". So that by (i) A.x exists. Now to show that Ax € V^, write 
y^,P{p^'},:i,^\^,i^)-i'jk 
Thus 
l y ^ .i(7;,(/,././.^,s,^.r,A• 
J.A: 
/V .V ,V 7C 
.7=0 A:=n j = 0 y t= ,V+l 
oc ,'V I ,.x- X-
j=N+i fc=0 
Letting p,q -^ oo and using conditions, we get 
j = N+i /c = / V + l 
lini < (jL| + e).a, uniformly in ,s, ^ 
Since e was arbitrary, cr- lim Ax = aL. 
Hence A e {c^,V2)a, i.e. A is cr-multiplicative. 
Necessity. Let A be a-muitiplicative. Therefore for x e d^, Ax ^ V2 C l"^. Hence 
/ ^ jamnjfca^ jfcl < C < cx), for each m, n. 
Now, taking X^ A: = sgn a^^j^ for each m, n, in the above inequahty; we get (i). 
Also we have 
^™ y 'y ] /3 (p ,q , j , / c , s , t )x j f c = a lim x^ -fc-
Therefore by taking Xj^  = 1 for all j , fc we get (ii). If we take x^ fc = 1 for j = fc 
and 0 otherwise, wc get (iii). To get (iv) (respectively (v)), choose x^u = 1 at the 
A-th place (respectively j t h place) and 0 elsewhere. 
This completes the proof of theorem. 
R E M A R K 4 . 1 . (z) if o = l, the above theorem gives the characterization for 
cr-regular matrices. 
(?.?') If o{n) = 7; + 1, and a = 1 in the above theorem, we get class {cf,f2)reg of 
almost regnlar matrices (hie to Miu-saleen - Sava§ [34]. 
4.3. C O R E T H E O R E M 
Let us write 
p - l ci-\ 
Q(x) =^  lull sup sup — y^^'y]-i'oH.).a^(t}-
Then we define the a-core of a real valued boimded double sequence x = (Xj^) 
to be the CIOSCHI int(>rval \—Q{~x),Q{x)\. 
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Since every bounded convergent double seciuence is (T-convergcnt. we hnve 
Qi-i'i < P- limsup.r, 
and hence it follows that o"-core{T} C P-core{;r} for .r £ i^. 
We prove the following result. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 2 . For every ,/; F ff. 
Q[Ax) < QL{:I:) (or cr-core{y4..T} C a{P-core{x})) (4.1) 
if and only if 
(?') A is a-multiplicative; 
(ii) l i m s u p s u p ^ |i?(p, (?, j , A;,s, f)j = a, 
where L{x) denotes the P-l i insupx. 
P R O O F . Necessity. Let (4.1) hold for all xe£^. Then 
a{~L{-x)) < -~Q{-Ax) < Q{Ax) < aL{x), (4.2) 
i.e. 
olinuufx- < -C7(--4.7:) < Q{Ax) < Q Urn sup .x. 
If X € c|f. th("!i we have 
-Q(~ .4 . r ) - -Q(Aj ; )==Qlunx 
or 
(T- lini Ax = ftlini.7:. 
Hence A is <T-iuultipiicative. i.e. (i) holds. 
Fiulher by (i). we have 
liiusupsup y2 |.i(p,f/.j,A-,,s, 01 > linisup ^ L^p,q, j , k, sj) =-a. 
Hencf" 
hnisupsuj) V ^ |;j(/>, (/.J, A\.s,/)i > a. (4.3) 
' ' • ' ' - ^ - •' j.k 0 . 0 
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Now, by Lemma 2.1 of [37], there is ;(/ = (y^k) G ff snch that l(?/|! < 1 and 
limsupsup V^ 3(p,q,j,k,iiJ')yjk^^limsupsup Y " liHp.q.J.f^.^J)]- ('i-'lj 
.7,fc=0,0 • ^ J.^-=U,U 
Also by the hypothesis 
Q{Ay) < aL{y) = all^ll < f^  
that is 
hm sup sup > p{p,q,j,k,sJiyjk < a. 
Therefore by (4.4) we get 
p,g-^oc s,t ^ .^^Q^p 
Umsupsup 2_\ \f3{p-iQ-,J^k,s,t)\<a 
which together with (4.3) gives (ii). 
SiLJjiciency. For m,n > 1, we obtain the following 
oc oc , p—l q—i. I 
I j=0 k=0 ^ ^ m = 0 n = 0 I 
< X ] 5 1 !'^(^'' '^ '•^ '' •^' •'•' ^) i i - ' ' ' j^ i+IZ 5 Z i[i^(P' '^ ^ J- -^^  •''•' ^)i - '^(P' 'i^ j^ ^ '' *•' )^i-^ :^'^  
j = 0 A-=0 j = 0 A-=0 
AY A' 3C A' 
A / 3C. 3 C ^ O 
- ^ l i - H z I H i/'nP,9,J,fc,.s%t)l+ sup ia:,,i 5 ] Yl \(^ip^(l^J^-^''^^t) 
+ ll- ' i!EE^!'^vP.^,j^A-., . .oi"-/^(p,^. . / ,A-,5.0). 
J- (1 Av 0 
Using the couditious of fT-uuiltiplit:ative and condition (ii). we get 
Q{Ax) <aL(x). 
l l i is completes the proof of the theorem. 
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4.4. cr-CONSERVATIVE MATRICES 
DEFINITION 4.4. A four di mcnsioiial matrix .4 -= (Omnik-) i^  -"^ Hid to he a-
conservaUve. if Ax € X'J for x == (a-,t) € c-i''- i-f~- -4 G (cf, V-''^ ). 
Following are the necessary and s\ifficient conditions for A ^ {amjijk) to be o-
conservative. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 3 . A matrix .4 - iamnjk) iy cr-conservative if and only if 
(z) IJylli = sup5^|a„,,njfc| < (X); 
(it) lim 0{p,q,j,k,s,t) = Ujf,., for each ?, A: (uniformly in s, f); 
(Hi) lim ^ / 3 ( p , (?. j , / i ; ,s , t) = u. (uniformlv in .s,f): 
(iv) lim 52 I/3(A (?, j , '^, s, t)j = ?-iofc, for each k (uniformly in 5, t); 
{v) Mm Yl i/3(Pi9. Ji^'>s.i)| = W.70, for each j (uniformly in s, i): 
p,q^oc ^ 
where the lim means P-lim. and 
iiip.q,:i.k.s.f) = — y" y^ a^rn,s).a'-it\.i.k-
In this case, the rr-limit of Ax is 
OC ,?C DC >C 
. 7 = 1 A-.: 1 7 = 1 ^ - = 1 
wh(;re i =- PA'in 1.7: 
P R O O F . Sufficumcy. L(>t the conditions hold. Let p, q, be any non-negative integers 
and X = (Xjk) G cf. For vvcvy [)ositive integers s,t: write 
:x Tc p 1 (/ 1 
Tlien we have 
X TC /* - 1 (/ - 1 
\T.„,s,ix)\ < - ' y^y^y^Yl \"^'"<^).<r"U).i.k\\-'-jk\ 
p(i ^—''-—' ^—^—' 
' ' , i k- I nt 0 » v . i ) 
„ . r DC OC p - i q-l 
' '-,7=1 A;=l m = 0 ;i = 0 
Since Tpy,,, is obviously linear (;n cf, il follows tha t Tp„,,,t € Cn' fnifl 
-^vQst\\ !$ |w4 | 
Now we (lefiiie tl he sequences B^"'"> = {6*^' • J.k = 1 ,2,3, • • • } . B^i> = {b^fj}. 
C'' ' ' = {c-j^k} ^''1'^ ^ =^  {^fc} ^^ follows. 
For all 7, k\ q, r. 
^(<ir) ^ I 1 ; if ( j , ^^ ) = [q. r) 
otherwise ; " j ^ 0 
jk 
(r) 
(^<?) ^ J 1 ; if J == 9 
0 otherwise 
1 : if A- = r 
0 : otherwise 
and 
Therefore 
Cjk = 1 for all j , k. 
cc OC p—1 17 —1 
'^  -* j = l A:=l m = 0 ;i = 0 
tha t is. lini7pqst(C) exists unifornilv in s,/. and \\mTpqst{C) = « uniformly in sj.. 
p-'i ' p-q 
Similarly \imTpg,,,{B^-'') -= 'IIJQ. uniformly in sj: lunTp,-,st{C''''^) = wofc, uniformly in 
p.q ' p.q 
sJ: and liniT„„,,(B'^^''') - u^,k. uniformly in sJ. Since {C, B^'^K C^^^ and B'-^^^ : j = 
p-'i 
1, 2, • • • , A- = 1, 2, • • • } is a fundamental set in ci^ (see Moricz [30]) and sup{|rp,j,s,-(x)|} 
is tinite for (;ach x € d,'. it follows tha t 
lim7;,,,,,,(,r) =^- T„{.r) 
P,Q 
P-'I 
exists for all .r G r{\ Furthf-rmore. ||T,,1| < liui inf |;rpy.st|! < ll-^!! f™' ""^ '^^ h ,s,/^ and 
P-'I 
./• - /' 
s. (vuh ./• G cy h;is uiii(|U(> rei)n^s(mtation 
(.''•: 1 
./^ "^ A- • ! :--l A-=-i 
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OC DC 
OC OO OO OC' 
j = l A ; = l 1 = 1 A—1 
Denote by L(x) the right haud side of the above expression which is indepcuueut of 
s,t. Now, we have to show that UniTpg,;(.x) = L{x) uniformly in s,t. Put 
p.g 
-fp(jst(3;) = Tpqst[x) — L[x). 
Then Fpq^ f e c^', HiVg^ tH < 2||A|| for a l l p , g , s , t , UmFpg,t(C) = u uniformly m s, i , 
p.? 
Mm.Fpqst{B^) = Ujo uniformly in s,t for each j , Urn FpastiC") — Uok uniformly in s,t 
p,i p,q 
for each A; and Wm Fpqst{B^^) = Uj^ uniformly in s,t for each j , fc. Let J,K be an 
p.g 
arbitrary positive integers. Then 
J OC K OC 
J K OC OC 
+ Y E(^ '^= - .^' ^ '^'^- + )^^ '^" ^^  E E (^ •^'^  ^ '^^  - '^'- + ^^^^  
j = l fe=i j = J + l / k = A ' + l 
Now operating Fp,^ ,,^  on both sides, we have 
.; OC 
F„M^ = iF,,An + J2^(j - (')F,,AB^'') - E (^^^  -^  ^0^.,.t(i^''' 
J=-l j = J + ! 
K 
Uk< 
k=\ k=K^-\ 
J K 
^: .4 E E (.'•..-^.-^/'A. + o(B'^^')). (4.5) 
S .^ t 1 k^ K r\ 
14 
Now 
^ <2\}A\\ sup {\x„-(',-l^k '(^1} 
j>J+l.k>l\ + l 
•;=./+1 k=K+l 
for all p,q,s,t. After choosing fixed J, K large enough, it is easy to see that the 
absolute value of each term on the right hand side of (4.5) can be made uniformly 
small for all sufficiently large p,q. Therefore limFpq.,(>(.T) = 0 uniformly in s,t; so 
that Ax £ V2 and the matrix A is a-conservative. 
Necessity. Suppose that A is cr-conservative. If x G cf, then Ax G V" C i^. It fol-
lows that \\A\\ < +00. Furthermore, since AB^^''^ = Ujk-. AC = u, AC'^^^' = Uok and 
^ i jW = UjO: respectively the conditions (h), (in), (iv) and (v) follow immediately. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
R E M A R K 4 . 2 . if we take u = a^Ujk = 0 = «jo = Uok for each j , k in our the-
orem; then these conditions are reduced to the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for (T-multiplicative four dimensional matrices and we get Theorem 1 of Mursaleen 
- Mohiuddine [33]. In addition if we take Of = 1, we get the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for four dimensional cr-regular matrices. 
4 . 5 . a - C o E R C i v E M A T R I C E S 
D E F I N I T I O N 4 . 5 . A matrix A = {cimnjk) is said to be a-coercive if Ax G \'7 for 
all xeif\ i.e. Ae (^f .Kf). 
Following are the necessary and sufficient conditions for A to l)e cr-coercive. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 4 . A matrix A •-= [a,„njk) is (7-coercive if and only if 
(i) \\A\\ = supy], !n,,„>jA;| < oo: 
in^n j^k 
(ii) hm 0{p,q,j,k,sj) = 'ii.,^;, for each j . A- (uniformly in .s, ^): 
= 0. uniformlv in .s. f: 
oc oc i />— I 1^- 1 
(m) lim E E i^ E T.\f'o"'[A.a"it).j.k-'ihk\ 
where the lim nie;ins P- lim. 
oc oc 
In this case, Uj^ = rr-lim»^A. and a~limit of Ax is E E "jA-''-jt for every x = {Xjk) G 
P R O O F . Let the conditions hold. For any positive iiitt^gers ,/, K 
J h ./ K ; p- I (j-l I / 
;/ = l k:=l 
p.q 
•; = 1 k=\ rn=Oji=0 
J h p-l q-l 
p,q j = l k=l m=0 n=0 
/P(l 
P,Q m = 0 r i = 0 j = l fc=l 
U P ^ 0'a"'(s),a"{t),j,k pq 
< WAl 
This shows that ^ J ] l^j^l converges, and that ^ ^ Ujk'Xjk is defined for every 
j = i f c = i j = i f c = i 
Let X = (a^ jfc) be any arbitrary bounded double sequence. For every positive 
integers p, q 
oo oo y p—1 g—1 
j = l fc=l ^ ^ ^ m = O n = 0 ^ 
OC oo r p — ! (y—1 / 
j = l fc=l L f n = O r i = 0 ' 
:r_,*.j 
< sup 
OC OC r P - - l q—l I 
OC o o p - 1 i ; - l I 
X-ik 
M J 
< ||x-|i sup E E E Ef"'^ '"(*)^ '^ "''>•-'•'' "" '"jtjj / F 7 
Letting p, g —> oo and using coiidition (iii). we get 
oo OC p— I i; - 1 
pq EEEE"''"''.-^ -^''"l'^ -^ -^ -^''^ - —^  EE J^^ --'-'^ --j = l k-\ rri~Q n-i) r-=i /.-=! 
Hence Ax e Vi^  with fr-Hniit ^ ^ '",/.-'•,A-• 
. ; - - l A : : : : l 
Conv(>rsely. let A h(> <T-t-oercive matrix. This implies that A is fir-t:()ns(n-vative. 
then we have condition (i) and (ii) from Theorem 'l.'A. Xow \vv ha\-e to show iliat 
-Ui 
fiii) holds. 
Suppose that for some s,t, we have 
oc- oc p—1 5 —1 
P,9 j = l fc=l m = 0 7T=0 
jyy = A' > {). 
Since ||Aj| is finite, therefore N is also finite. We observe that since 2Z Yl \^hk\ < 
] = lk='L 
+00 and A is cz-coercive, the matrix B = {bjrmjk), where bmnjk = cimnjk ~ Ujk, is also 
cr-coercive matrix. By an argument similar to that of Theorem 2.1 in [17] for single 
sequences, one can find x e £^ for which Bx ^ V^ . This contradiction implies the 
necessity of (iii). 
Now, we use Lemma 2.1 to show that this convergence is uniform in s,t. Let 
p - i 9 - 1 , 
hpgjk{s,t) = 2_^ 2^[OCT'"(S),O-"(0J,A; — Ujk] /pq 
m = 0 n = 0 ' 
and let H{s,t) be the matrix {hpqjk{s, t)). It is easy to see that | | i f (s , i ) | | < 2||,4|j 
for every s, t; and from condition (ii) 
\im h.pqjk{s, t) = 0 for each j,k, uniformly in s^t. 
For anv x E i'^ 
hm ^ ^ hpqjkis, t)xjk = a- lim ^^' - X ^ X ^ Ujk'Xjh 
] = \ k=\ J = l k=l 
and the limit exists uniformly in 8,t, since Ax G Kf. Moreover, this limit is zero 
since 
2 
j = l A-=l j ; = I A:=l m = 0 n = 0 
;x;. 
H(mt:c 
am 
p.'I EE hp,,jk[sj) 0 uniformly in .s, /. 
This shows that matrix .4 = [omnjk) satisfies condition (iii) 
This completes the i)roof of the theorem. 
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R E M A R K 4 . 3 . if we take a(n) = n - r 1 in Theorem 4.3 and Theonnn 4.4. we get 
respectively Theorem 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 of Chapter 2. 
T H E O R E M 4 . 5 . The classes of ^-regular and a-coercive matrices are disjoint. 
P R O O F . Suppose that A = {amnjk) is a a-regular matrix, then a- l ima = + 1 , 
a-lim ajk = 0 = Ujk for every j , k and by condition (iii) of Theorem 4.4, we get 
li™ y_^ /_ ,12^, ^ , a^"^(s).a''(t).j.k 
j=l k=l ' m = 0 n = 0 
(4.6) 
Since 
p—1 g—1 OC oo 
•f'^ y m—n T>—n .;—1 2—1 I .,—1 i—1 ' " ^n—n r,—n = 0 n = 0 j = l fc=l 
00 c!c p—L g—1 
I J = l fc=l ^ ' ^ m = O n = 0 
V'" (s ) ,CT"( t ) j ,A; 
00 00 .. p—1 g—1 
.Z—/ .Z—/ r)(7 Z—/ Z_-/ "^  
i = l fc=l ^ ^ m = O n = 0 
the conditions cr-lima = +1 and (4.6) are incompatible. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
(s),£T''(t),j,fc 
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Chapter 5 
INVARIANT M E A N A N D SOME R E L A T E D 
SPACES OF D O U B L E SEQUENCES 
INVARIANT MEAN A N D SOME RELATED 
SPACES OF DOUBLE SEQUENCES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
The idea of strongly a-convergeiice for single secinences was introdnced by Mursaleen 
[36] and further studied by Das - Sahoo [14]. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A bounded sequence x = {xk) is said to be strongly a-
convergence to a number i if and only if 
p 
lim 
p p + J=0 
uniformly in n. 
In this chapter we define, strongly cr-convergence for double sequences. We also 
introduce some more new spaces of double sequences; e.g., W2, U^ and ff involving 
the idea of invariant mean and find relations among these spaces. 
5.2. SOME N E W SEQUENCE SPACES 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 2 . A double sequence X = (xjk) is said to be strongly a-
convergent if there exists a nunilxn' i such that 
1 ^ '' 
7 — ^ y ^ y ^ |:r„K.) „k,,) - i\ —> 0 as p. q —> oo uniformly in s, t. (5.1) (p + l ) a + 1) ^—' ^ ^ ' 
Let us denote by [V "^! ^ ^^'^^ ^^ '^  of all strongly a-Cfjuvergent, sequences x - (•^ •jfc)- When 
(5.1) holds, we write [V^l-liui.r ^^-^ £. 
Some of such s})a(:(\s for smgh^ se(]uences have b(>en studied in |32|. 
R E M A R K 5.1. if |i;;.-!ini.r f. that is 
1 ; ' ' ( 
7 , 7 . l-''r7/'.sj.aM') " '^i ^ *' 
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as p,q oc. uniformly in s,f\ then 
1 
. ^ 1 f\—> 0 
irid 
p <? 1 f ^ j^ J 
^ ^ ' 1=0 /c=0 •' u = 0 
I . ( T ' ' ( / ) 
For cT(7i.) = n + 1. the set [K/j is reduced to the set [/2J of strong almost 
convergent double sequences [24]. Note that 
(a) cf C JKTl and lim x = \yf\- lim x: 
(b) iVfl C VT and V2'"- lim x = [Vf\- lim x; 
(c) [V^l limit is unique, that is if [V^]- lim a: = £ and [V^]- lim .x = f, then i = i'. 
The relation (c) follows from the following inequality: 
p q 1 p 9 
\£-e' ( p + l ) ( g + l) j = o AT=O '^' / \ J ' ' j ^ o k=o 
Now. w(^  define the snl)linear functional 0 : £^ —>• S by 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 3 . For any given infinite double series Yl^'^^'^t- denoted as "'a" 
we write 
. s= l t^-A 
' / , « . / ( • ' • ) 
1 /' '! 
(/' t - l ) ( ^ i- 1) rT)EE-^-^'-^)-*(')' •''••' = »^i-2----
_/ - - . . ( . A;—-o 
with 
Write 
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p ? I"i 'I 2 f ', - . ( • ' • / 
j = 0 A;=-D 
p ( J - 1 
P(7 ^ 1) ,-T-.'(.s).a'' J=::() fc = 0 
p - 1 ^--1 
'^' =* j = 0 k=0 ' ^ ]=0 A-=0 
'?SL(P i=o j = o 
1 
(g 
r 1 
fc=0 
9 - 1 
"q Z ^ p ( p I 1) 5 . J ( ^ a n ^ ) , < ^ ' ' ( t ) ~ '^a^-'(s).a''(t)) 
k=0 
p 
p{p 
p(p 
1 ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ 
J = l l-^^ A-=0 ^ fc=0 
(^ -^CTJ(6J.CT'=(«) •'^-aJ-'(.?).cr*(r) 
1 
. . (T '^. 'O 
where yai{s).a''{t) = (•'^ 't7J(,s).fi'^ (t) - J•<T-•.^ ,s),a^ {f))• «>l^'i"S similar as above, wo get 
p 
~TT I^-^l T^i^TTu J2 f'iyoHs).a^in Pipi- 1) ^ • ^ [''/('/+ 1^  _^^ ;^ VaJ[/).a''-^H) I 
1 
p(p-^ l)ry((/ -- 1) N > jk\:i-„ji^^)„ki, X„,: a- ' ' l!-I.CT'''{t) 
:i = [ A- = I 
^ ' ' r rJ(^) , f r '^- ' ( M "^ - ' ' r r J - ' ( ^ K r ^ * : " - ' ( A ) 
.\'c)w we define 
(i>pqst ['•'') = < 
P 'I 
. / - I A- : I 
•''nJ{s).a''- U/: -' .r,jj li.-ci.rr'^ M n ^ • / ' • ' / ^ ^ 
/) or (j or ! 'ot h zero. 
D E F I N I T I O N 5 . 4 . The double sequence X =-^ (Xjf;) or the series a is said to be 
absolutely a-almost convergent if 
/ ^/ . \'PpQst{x)\ converges uniformly in s,t. 
p=0 q=lj 
By W^, we denote the set of all absolutely cr-alniost convergent double se(4uences. 
Note that W.2 C V2 • For a(n) = 77. + 1, we obtain the space of absolutely almost 
convergent double sequences. The concept of absolutely almost convergence for sin-
gle sequences was introduced by Das - Kuttner - Xanda [13]. 
Now we define 
U2 = lx= (Xjk) : sup Y^ ^ \dpq,t\ < 00 I. 
p—o q=^o 
D E F I N I T I O N 5.5. A double series a (i.e., Yl'll'^st) is said to be absolutely 
s t 
a-convergent if 
j = 0 fc=0 
uniformly in s,t, where (2:^ ;^ ) is a sequence of partial sums of the series ^X]o,s t -
s t 
J k 
i.e., Xjk = ^Yl ^»'- B.v ^2' ""^'^ denote the set of all absolutely a-convergent double 
s = l t= l 
series. For a{n) = n + 1, it reduces to the space V2 of double sequences of bounded 
variation, (see [2]). 
If X — {xjk) G io- then there exist integers jo, k^ such that 
/ _, / ^ |-'J^o-J(.s).fT*--(/) - •l'aJ-^{!<).a>'(t) ~ •l'rrJ{s}.a''~'(t} ^ -''aJ^ H-s).n''-''{t)\ < 1 . ( 5 -2 ) 
j>J0 k>ko 
for all s,t. This gives 
for all ,s',^ and fixed j > jo, k > A-Q. 
Now if o" is one-one onto, then (5.3) giv< s^ 
= H'03o+i(i)^f7'^o+M» ~ ••''(7JO(!),a'=o + i ( r ) ~ •''(7JO+i(,,).cr*=o(ri "^" •''fTJn{,i.a'=ofr)t < 1- l ' J -4 ) 
where i = a^^^«"^(.s-), r = a''"*^o~"^(f). Now it follows that (5.2) and (5.4) that 
oo oc 
s u p / ^ / ^ i-^<7J(.s),(7*(t) ~ • ^ < 7 J - ' ( S ) . C T ' = ( « ) ~ ^ ( T J ( , 5 ) , ( J ' ' " - 1 ( ( ) + -^'fT-'" ' (s'l .fT*-"-' (A) | < O O . 
' J ~ l K"~l 
It is easy to show that if a is one-one onto then £'2 is a semi-norn:ied linear space. 
semi-normed by 
00 oc 
\\a\\q = sup 2_^ y_^\x a J{s),a>=(t) '~ ^a^-^s),a>'{t) '^ ^aJ(s').a''-Ut} ^^ •^V-^ Msj.cr''--' (t) I • 
^•' j = l A;=l 
5.3. L E M M A S 
To prove our next results, first we need to prove some lemmas. 
L E M M A 5 . 1 . [y2"]-limx = ^ if and only if 
(z) V7-limx = £; 
iii) i E E \T,{k) - £| ^ 0 (p,g ^ cx)) uniformly m ,s,i: 
P Q 
i^ii) ^ E E \TkiJ) - 1^ —^ 0 (p,q —^ oo) uniformly in sj,: 
'^^ j=\ k=\ 
p <i 
i'^v) ^ E E \XaHs).a^(t)+djkst-Tj{k)-Tf,U)\ —> 0 ip^Q —> oc) uniformly in sJ: 
3=1 k=l 
where 
1 "' 1 
u^-Q ^ ' !—0 
P R O O F . Let [V '^^ j-lini.c: = t. Th(>u obviously V--^ -Um .r /' inqjlu^s u). I-Yoni the 
Remark 5.1, (ii) and (lii) follows immediately. Now 
V <l 
— y ^ y ^ \x„n,).nHl) ^ f/jA-,.' -' '/'/(A-) - Tk{j)\ 
vq ^-^ '-^ 
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1 " " 
1 '' "*' 
—^  0 as p, q —> oo, uniformly in s, t; since 
(a) [VJfl- lima: ~ £ imply that first sum tends to zero: 
(b) (ii) and (iii) imply that third and fourth sums tend to zero; 
(c) (i) implies that dj^st —> ^ (j,k —> oo) uniformly in s,t: and so the second 
sum tends to zero. 
Conversely, suppose that the conditions hold. Now 
p 1 
pq 
, 
. p Q -. P q 
- ^ Z m \''<r^s),a^it) + djkst - T,{k) - Tk{i)\ + — X ] 5 Z 1^^'^-' ~ '^i 
^ ^ 3 = 1 k=\ ^^ j = l fc=l 
—>• 0 as p, q —>• oo, uniformly in s, t. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
L E M M A 5 . 2 . We have 
PROOF, S mce 
djkst — dj-.[^k.s,t — dj^k--i,s,i + ^j~i,fc-i,.s,( 
-, J A- :,-i k 
(j-^i)ik + l) E E '^-"(.s).--.:r - y|7:-:"fj E E •'-"'•-'•-' 
-•^ ' • • » = ( ) r-v-O •' • • , ; - : ( ) r - - ( ) 
, J A,- - 1 J -1 fc - 1 -, 
1 ^—^ '(^—r 1 ^"^> ^^—> 
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First we solve expression in the first brac:ket 
J - 1 k 
1)(A: -r l] E !]•'-"'^)-"in " ^^. ^ I) 2^Z]-'"""(S).<. ( . / - 1 ) (A : -1 ) i/ = 0 (—0 u=0 r^O 
J - 1 
70- + l)(A: + l) (0 
u = 0 
1 *: r i 
j ( j + l)(fc + l) (t) 
1 '^  
1 '^  
.T, fTJ(s),tT"(t) 
1 ^ 
(j + 1) ^ (t) 
J (A- crJ(s),0-''(t) 
•i;=0 
fc 
nffc + i ) - ^ ^ j ( j + i)(fc  i) Xa^{s),a^{t) K=0 u=0 
1 
ji}^ + 1) z_/^ < -^'(^ ).< '^'W ~ y< j^^ s«-
Now the expression in the second bracket 
J fe-i j - i fc-i 
( j 11=0 (;=0 
k-l 
u=0 i-=0 
= 0 
A:- 1 
(0 
j - \ 
^ SL'^^i'""''""'" S'""'^ '"'*'7. 
1 r 1 f V 
A-- 1 I J k-\ 
1 ' ' 1 
</=() r = 0 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
0 0 
Substituting (5.6) and (5.7) in (5.5), we get 
1 
J{k^ 
k k'-l 
^ ..•=0 •J'" , , = 0 
s).(T'-{t) ':(ijkst + ''•d'-i^k-l^a.t 
J J 
k ' l 
ik(k ^ 1^ 
1 
3k{k + 1) 
1 
jKk + 1 ) 
^•^^rr^ilsj .CT^'ft) ~ l*^ " + 1) / ^•^aJ(.s).g" («) 
r = 0 ( • = ( ) 
:{(ijkst — rfj,/c-l.,s, 
A:-I 
"'^crJ"(.s),cr*(f) ^ 7 ^ ^crJ(.s),a-"(t) 
k 
(k + l)^crJ{s),o-*(t) ~ / ^^aJ(s),a^(t) 
~~{djkst ~ (^jM-l,s,t) 
v=Q 
'{djkst ~ djk-l,s,t 
1 
"Jk 
We know that 
1 x^ 
v=0 
-~:{djkst — dj_k-i.s,t)-
3 
(5.8) 
1 J fc 
'^''•'' ^ (•i + i)(k + i) ^ 5 1 ^-"(«)-'' (j- + l)(A- + l) 
1 
(JTIKFTI) 
(t) 
» = 0 j '=0 
1 - 1 fc 
_ ^ / ; ^ ^ V " ( « ) , ( T " ( ( ) + 7 ^^g.)(.s),g"(t) 
i = 0 (.•=0 ?! = 0 
and j - i A-
dj-i.k..s.i 
J(^- •~:^2^2^-'V' '(^),a"(t)-
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
u=0 r = 0 
Froni (5.9) and (5.10), we have 
Tluis (5.8) becomes 
•''aJ(s).a''{t) - ( j + l)'/jA:.s( + jd,- l,k.s,l 
(5.11) 
r = 0 
1 
1 
-{djkst ~ ''^j,fe-i,.s,f) 
•-'•a-.(,M.a'-(r, "^ '^ jA.-^ f ^ .iidjk.-^l - (/,. l,A,,s,() " k{djk.,l ~ c/j.A- 1,..,/) (5.121 
5() 
Also (5.11) can be written as 
Similarly we can write 
1 
I A' - r 1 
(r>A:\) 
i ' = 0 
'••' ' u = 0 
) ~ (Uksl • (s),ff'=(0 "'J 5.14 
Using (5.13) and (5.14) in (5.12), we get 
1 1 ^ \ ^ 
^'' '^  u=0 ^ ' v=0 
this implies that 
•^ (7j{o).a'=(t) + "jfcst " Tj[k) — Tk{j) = jk[djkst — dj^i,k,s,t — dj.k~\,s.t + ''^ j-i,fc~i..s.<]-
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
oc oc 
L E M M A 5 . 3 . Let aghst =Y1,Y^ Vhkst - dj..i^k,s.t - djM-i.s,t + dj.^i_k-i,s.t\- Then 
.;=,(; k=h 
(^jkst — <^-j.k-'i\.s.t — Oj-^-l.k.^.t '^ f>j-'-l.A-+l..-..( = \djkst — dj-\,k.s.t ~ dj^k-l.s.t + ''"^j-1 .A--l,.s.( | • 
P R O O F . We have 
=^ ^ ^ k/j/t.'^ f "- dj i.k.^.i - dj^k-i.s.t - - ^. j - ! .A: - l . s ,M 
7 ^ 7 ^ \djksi — dj-ij-_s.t — dj_k:-i.sj 'f' d-j^i^k-\.s.t\ 
j^^g k-h+l 
oc >^  
/ k/jA:.-' ~ ''(;--l.A..s.( ^ ^'j,A-1.••,,(, ^" ''/j - l.A--1.,-;./i 
^ ^ - ^ I !'/,;,../ - '/_,- i.A,..,.( - dj.k 1..V/ -*- (/, I .A- l .N.n 
A / i A . - / i - < 
t\t-t^ 
j = ( ;+! ^k----h. k~h^l 
\(^-jk.'il ~ <ij-'l.k.ti.l "' ^ j . A - l, .sj ' ff'j-l.k-l.^jl 
/ ^ |(^77(,.sf ~ ('j-\.h.Kj ~ '''j.h-^-l.s.t + f^j 
-].h-\.sj\ 
3 = 9 
• / k'jTjsf ™ dj-iiis.t ~~ "7,/)--l..s-,( + " j - l . / i - l . s . t l 
^3C OC -1 
l^jhiit ~ dj-l.h,s,t ~ dj,h-l,s,t + " j - l , h - l , s 
J = 3 j=S+ l - ' 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
^2-
5.4. M A I N R E S U L T S 
In the following theorem we gives a relationship between W2 and U2 
T H E O R E M 5.1. Let a be one-one and onto mapping then M/^ C U2 
P R O O F . Let X = {xjk) €: W2 • Then there exist integers po,9o snch that 
y ^ y ^ |<^ p<j.s/| < 1, for all s,t. (5.15) 
p>;j() q>(7o 
Now we have to show that Op,,st is bounded for every fixed p, q such that 0 < p < 
Po, 0 < (7 < (?()• From (5.15), we have \<t>pqst\ < 1 for each fixed p > po, Q > Qo- Since 
(p + 1)(9 ^ l)(?)p,,,s-/, - p{q + i)0p-l.q.s.t ~ {P+ l)<70p,q-l,5,( + 7^ <7©p-l.q-1 „s,^  
= .r, + .X„p-i 
this implies that 
for every fixed p > pQ,q > (jo- Since a is one-one and onto then we have 
(5.16) 
1 '' '^  
/)(/) f 1 )q[q '+- 1) ^—' '^ —' ' ' ( 0 "~ •' 'fTJ-'(,s),rr'=(t) j - :^ l t = l 
• ' ' ( T J ( , S ) . ( 7 ' - - ' ( ( ) '^ • ' ' f T j - - ' ( , s ) , ( T * ^ - i ( n 
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1 ^ '^  
p (p+ i )9 (g -, .^^ 1 ,^^ , ' ( a " - '») - ' (/ 1; 
+ •''--•^ ''0 (fi-' ^ '-'0- ' ( s j ) , cr '« ( a * ^ - ' ! ) - 1 ( t ) )J 
-, P 9 
p(p + l)g(q + l) ^ ^ 
where i = (T-'"P°~^{.s),r = a'^^'"'^'^[t). Now by (5.16). we get 
p(p-r l )g((7^1) ^ ^ 
Therefore, 
oc oo 
s u p ^ ^ \(l>pqst\ < OO. 
'^ ^^  p=0 q=0 
Hence, Wa"" CI t/^-
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 2 . U." is a Banach space nornied by 
oc oc 
[ia|jf;_^  = s u p ^ ^ | < i ) p q ^ i | (5.17) 
•''^  p = 0 9 = 0 
and \'V2 is a f:losed subspaco of U." with induced topology. 
P R O O F , it can be easily verified that (5.17) defines a norm on [/^. 
We show that Uo is complete. 
Let (a*) be a Cauchy secjuenco in iJ^ . Then for a given e > 0 there exists a positive 
integer N{f) = N say. such that, for each b,d > N. 
i |a' '-a'^|! < f. 
Hence, for each .s,/, {<i'!,i)'t^i is a Cauchy sequence in K, since 
oo oc 
p:r:0 (]: 0 
Hence, a'^, -^ a,,, say. as 6 -^ oc. Therefort 
5]5Ii0p,.H«''-«'Oi <f. (5.18) 
Taking limit d -^ oc, we have h > N = N{e) anci for each s, f 
For given e > 0, there is some b such that (5.18) holds for all .s,t. Choose such a b. 
Once this b has been fixed, since a^ E U2 , we can choose po,qQ such that 
oc oc 
Yl 5 1 \^PQ^t{a^)\ < e for ah s,t. 
Now by (5.18), we get 
oc 
y ^ yi \(t>pqst{o.^) - (t>pqstia)\ < e for all s, t. 
Hence 
P=PO q=qo 
oc oc 
p = p o q=qo 
•oc oc 
^ 2 . \'^pqst{(')\ < 2f for all s.t. (5.19) 
p=po '/^ivn 
Thus starting with any e. we have determined po,9o such thai (5.19) holds. 
This completes the i)roof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. /'f c W"^ and |lf;||u- < llail^ ;^ . 
P R O O F . The result folknvs from rhe chain of inequalities, we know that 
p <i 
EEi^ p^"-^ 'i = E E 
1 
p = l q=l p^--l (r-:l 
V[p^^V)q{q^\) 
.7 = 1 A: = l 
•''rr.'(,s).fT^'- ' • ( / ) + •''fT.'--1 (,•.•),fT*-'-- ' ( f , 
oc ^ 
< mi-'^'i-'-'i^ ) . a " ( O • ' '<7J- l ( . - . ) .a*' ( ( i •'•fTJ(.sl.(T*- M o 
, / - l A - i 
(iO 
1 
pip --- 1 )7(7 - 1 
~ / ^ / ^ l-^'(TJ(.s).a*i7) 
;=1 k^l 
Hciicc 
Hence the result follows. 
In the following theorem we establish a relationship between absolute cr-almost 
convergence and strong a-convergence for double sequences. 
T H E O R E M 5 . 4 . W.^ C [^ 2''] if conditions (h) and (iii) of Lemma 5.1 hold. Also 
[V^]- lim X = V^- lim x for x G W.^. 
P R O O F . Suppose that x = {xjk) e W^. Then by definition of W^ 
cc cc 
Oighst = 2i^ Z^ \djkst — rfj-l,fc,s,< — dj.k-l,s,t + C^j-l.fc-l.s.M ( 5 . 2 0 ) 
j=g k=h 
—)• 0 as g,h —> oo, uniformly in s,t] and 
djkft —-> ^  (say) as j,k —> oo uniformly in s,t, 
that is. V7-lim,T =^  /^ . 
In order to prove that ,r 6 \V^]. it is enough to show that condition (iv) of 
Lemma 5.1 holds. By Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.3. we have 
•^'aJ{s).a''(t) ^" djf,-st — Tj{k) — 'J];{j) = jk[djkst — dj-i^k.sj — dj^k..^.igt -f f/j-l,A-- l .s .n 
and 
\(ijk.<it — '^j-l.fc,.s,( — dj.k-l.s.l + (^;/-l,fe-l..s,(,| = rtj7c.s( — «j,A:-H..s,( " " j + l,fc,s,( + O j + l.A^+l..^,; • 
So that we hav(> 
1 '' '' 
7 - - 1 A - 1 
I " " 
(P-I)(^/-^ 1. , , , 5]J]./A-|o,,. r ~ <V7,/i,--^i.,s./ ~ (''''j+i.k.sj t- 'v,i-i .A-4 1.,-•,(: 
(il 
by using Lemma 3.1 for Al)ers transformati(jn. we liave 
-J f /' '/ '/ /' 
—)• 0 as p,r/ —>• oo. uniformly in sj. (by 5.20). Hence by Lemma 5.L x e \V-2\-
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 5.5. We have w^ c {V{h. 
P R O O F . Let x = iXjk) e W^. Then apqs( —> 0 as p.g —)• oo uniformly in s,t. 
p <i 
dpqst ~" / ^ / ^[djkst ~ "j-l,A-..s.f ~ djk~\,sj. + " j - l .A-- l . , s , / j 
j = i fc=i 
Mp^stl ! i _ ^ ^ _ ^ Mjfot ~ dj^i^k,s.t ~ dj,k-l,s.t + d j~l ,A:- l , s , t l 
J = l fc=l 
P 9 
3=1 k=l 
P q p q+i- p+l q P'-l 9 + U 
EE-EE-EE-EEW... 
= 1 A;=:l j = l k=l j - = l A-=l J = l A-^!^ 
—> 0 as p, q —> oc. uniformly in s, t 
1 ^ "^ 
= > '^  e (v;r)o 
= ^ fi'T c (v;r)o. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Chapter 6 
ABSOLUTELY ^-CONSERVATIVE F O U R 
DIMENSIONAL MATRICES 
ABSOLUTELY a-CONSERVATIVE FOUR 
DIMENSIONAL MATRICES 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V denote the space of sequences of bonnded variation, that is. 
lx = (X.„) -. ^ lx,„ - X„_ii < CO, X_i = 0 > 
^ n=0 ' 
v is a Banach space normed by (see [38 
Put 
where 
oc 
if II / J l-^n ** 'n—1|-
tmn{x) = (X„ + TX,, + • • - + T^Xn) [m + l ] 
and assuming that t,„„(x) = 0 for m = — 1. A straightforward calculation shows 
that 
Xn '. m = 0. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A sequence x G o^c is of u-bounde.d variation if and only if 
(z) Yl \(t>mri{x)\ converges uniformly in n and 
m=0 
{a) lim trnn{x). which must exist, should take the same value for all /;. 
By BVa, we denote the space of all sequences of fr-boundcHl variation. 
R E M A R K 6 . 1 . The assertion (i) implies that {tmn{x)} converges miiforndy in 
7t: but it may converge to a different limit for different values of n. This point did 
not arise in the original "Banach limit'' ca.se in which (j('n) =-- )> + 1. In this case 
if we assume only that /,„„(x) -> .s as in —> oo for some value of ;;. tluMi we must 
f>:5 
have trnni-'!'} —^ s as 77; •-> 00 for any other v, (l)ur iK>t necessarily unifornily in 7/). 
So if, as a special case, we assume uniform convergence, th(^  value to which f,„,„(.x) 
converges must be the same for all 7?.. I'his necxl n(n l)e so in the general case. As a 
simple example, ccjiisider 
o"(??) ------ n -'r 2. 
Consider the sequence (a;„) defined by 
f 0 : 77 is even 
1 i ; 7), n IS o d d . 
Then for all 777 > 0 
0 ; 77 is even 
' 1 ; 77 n IS odd, 
so that (j)mn{x) = 0 for all 777 > 1. Thus (i) certainly holds, but the value of 
lim tmn{x) is zero for 77 even and 1 for 77 odd. 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 2 . An infinite matrix A = {ank) is said to be absolutely a-
conser-vative if and only if Ax G BV„ for all x G v. 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 3 . An infinite matrix A — {ank) is said to be absolutely a-regular 
if and only if it is absolutely a-conservative and a- limy4.T = lima; for all x G n. 
In [35i, Mursaleen defined and characterized absolutely ^-conservative and ab-
solutely cr-regular matrices for single sequences. In this chapter we extend this idea 
for double sequences. 
6.2. D O U B L E SEQUENCES OF ^ - B O U N D E D V A R I A T I O N 
The space th of double sequences x = {xjk) of bounded variation was defined by 
Altay - Ba^ar [2j as follows 
V2 := {x -= {xjk) •• ^ \x.jk - -I'j-^uk - Xj,k-i + Xy. x,k-\ I < oo] 
wliich is Banacli space normed by 
j,k 
Xot(^ that v-i C c.'^ v-i C C2: ''2 C r.7 and ('2 CI (f. 
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We write 
^iiXjk ~ Aio(AoiXjfc) ~ Aoi{AiQXjk) — Xjk — Xj^\,k -^ ^j./t-i + ^r^-i,*:-!-
Put 
Then (as in Chapter 5) 
p 5 
p(p+l)7(5+l) Y, Yl 'l^n[Xam(^s),a^(t) - ^a"^-Hs),a^{t) 
ni=\ n=\ 
Xst ; p = 0 or g = 0 or both p, g = 0. 
(*) 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 4 . A double sequence x — (xjk) G i^ is of a-bounded variation 
if and only if 
oc oc 
('0 X] S l^Ppqsti^)] converges uniformly in s,t and 
{ii) lim Tp„st(2 )^, which must exist, should take the same value for all s,t. 
p,q—>-oc 
By BV2 , we denote the space of all double sequences of cr-bounded variation. 
T H E O R E M 6 . 1 . BKf is a Banach space normed by 
oc 00 
11^.11 _ „,,„ \ ^ \ ^ 1^  /^ M (P, ]\ 
||X|| — "'^P / , / , \H^pqst\X)\ (/O.i) 
*•' p=0 9=0 
P R O O F . By uniform convergence, there are P, Q such that 
oc oc 
p=P+l , j=Qil 
for all .s, t: and having fixed P, Q, 
P Q 
YY\(t)p,st{x)\ 
p=0 f/=0 
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is bounded because x E BV^ C I'.f'. Hence ||;r|| is defined. 
It can be easily shown that BV." is normcd hnear space similarly as V2. 
Now, let (j;'0 be a Cauchy sequence in BV'/. Then for each j,k, (-T^^,) is a 
Cauchy sequence in C. Therefore, x^.^ —>• Xjk {«ay). Put x = (Xj^), given e there 
exists an integer A'' such that for b,d> N = iV(e) and for each s,t 
CO 'CO 
and thus 
Taking limit d -^ oo, we have for 6 > A^  = A'(e) and for each s, t 
p=0 q=0 
and 
iTpgstix'- x)\ < e. (6.3) 
Now, let e > 0 be given. There is some b such that (6.2) holds for all s, t. 
Choose such a b. Once this b has been fixed, since .?•'' € BV.". we can choose po,(jo 
such that 
^ J ^ \4>p^st{x^)\ < f for all s.t. 
p=po q=Qo 
It follows from (6.2) that 
OC OC 
X ] X ] \(^pq-Ax^') - Opq,t{x)\ < f for all .s, /. 
P=po q=qo 
Hence 
OC OC 
Y.Y.'^(pp<,.t{x)\ <2, for all ^J. ( 6 . 4 ) 
P=PO '?=<?() 
Thus, starting with any e. we have deternnned po.qo such that (6.4) liolds. Henc(> 
tlie condition (i) of Definition (6.4) holds. 
Now, let for given f, (6.3) hold for fixed chosen /; and for all .s. t. Since x*' G BV". 
we have for all /; > p(),f/ > (ja 
IT;,,,./(./•'' - Lc)\ < ( for ;dl s.t. 
6() 
It follows from (6.3) that 
hmjstix'') - T,,^st{-'')\ < ( for all .s,/,. 
Hence 
V-pqAA - ^e)j < 2e for all sJ, 
which is condition (ii) of Definition (6.4). Hence the result. 
6.3, ABSOLUTELY cr-CONSERVATIVE AND ABSOLUTELY ( J - R E G U L A R 
M A T R I C E S 
We define the following: 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 5 . An infinite matrix A = (amnjk) is said to be absolutely a-
convservative if and only if Ax G BV2 for all x 6 ^ 2. 
D E F I N I T I O N 6 . 6 . An infinite matrix A = (amnjk) is said to be absolutely a-
regular if and only if it is absolutely (T-conservative and O'-lim Ax = lim x for all 
X e V2-
We note that, if Ax is defined, then it follows from (*) that, for all integers 
P ,g , s , i > 0 
'^Y^a[p,q,j,k,s,t)Xjk 
j=0 A—0 
where 
a{p,q,j,k,s,t) = < ^ (^a'"{s).a"-'-(t),3.k + X„rn-n.,,„,-,-Ht)j k\ ; p. (] > 1 
a{m.7i,j,k) : p or t; or both zero. 
The notation a{rn,n,j,k) denotes the element a,niijk of the matrix A. 
Now we find necessary and sufficient conditions for A to be absolutely a-
conservative and absolutely a regular. 
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T H E O R E M 6 . 2 . A matrix A = (amnjk) is absolutely ^-conservative if and only 
if 
(J,) there exist a constant K such that for /., r ~- 0 ,1 , 2, • • • ; .s, t - 0, 1, 2, • • • 
p=0 q=0 j=0 k=0 
<K-
[it] ajk = {amnjk)Zn=i fc BVi, for each j , k\ 
[iii) aok= iYl amnjk j e BV2 , for each k: 
\j=0 / m,n=l 
G B^"", for each j : 
00 00 \ uu 
=0 k=0 J m,n=l 
and we take (iii), (iv) and (v) as including the assertions that the series, 
00 
(iii) for each k, E ^mnjk converges for all m,n; 
3=0 
(iv) for each j , E o-mnjk converges for all m, 
k=Q 
i'^')' E E Omnifc converges for all m, n; 
respectively. In this case, the a- lim Ax is 
r i : 
o c DC 
j=0 j=0 A;=0 fc=0 
for every x = {xjk) G t'2, where 
00 00 00 cc 
u = <T-lima = E E E E (^{p^Q^h^^^yt) converges uniforndy in s,t: 
p=0 q=0 j=0 k=0 
o c DO 0 0 
ttjo = 'T'- lim a-,0 = E E E f*(P' 'i'.:/' ^' *' 0 converges uniforndy in ,s, f: 
p=0 (;=0 fc=0 
DC 00 o c 
v,ok -= (T-limooA; = E E E f>(p,f/..A^%-'''-^) ci)nvcrges uniforndy in .s, /:; 
p=0,=Oj=0 
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Ujk •= a-\m\ajk = Z^ Xl '^''^(p^Qdikjf^J) convorgos nnil'ormly in .s,t: 
p=Oq=0 
( j , A : - . 0 , L 2 , - - . . ) 
T H E O R E M 6 . 3 . A matrix A = (amnjk) is absolutely cr-regular if and only if 
(i) there exist a constant K such that for ,^ r = 0,1, 2, • • • ; s,t = 0, 1, 2, - • • 
<K: XIEIZ JZ "^ '^ ^ ' •'' ^ ' *' ^^ 
p=0 <j=0 j = 0 fc=0 
(a) ajk G 5^2^ ,^ with a-limit zero for each j,k: 
(Hi) aok G BV2 , with a-limit zero for each A:; 
[iv) ajo e -6^2°^ , with a-limit zero for each j ; 
(v) a e BV^, with a-limit -hi. 
P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 6 . 2 . Let A = (amnjk) be absolutely a-conservative. 
Put 
oo oo 
p=0 q=0 
It is clear that for fixed s, t and for each j , k j k 
7-0 r = 0 
EE«^ ^ 
is a continuous linear functional on V2. We are given that, for all x e V2 it tends 
to a limit as j,k -^ 00 (for fixed s,t) and hence by Banach-Steinhaus theorem, this 
limit, that is to say {Ax)st is also a continuous linear functional on 1)2- Hence, for 
fixed s,t and fixed (finite) p,q 
p <i 
5;:Xi';W(^^oi (6-5) 
is a continuous seminorni on Vo- For any given x G V2, (6.5) is bounded in p,q,sj-. 
Hence by another a[)plication of Banach-Steinhaus theorem, there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that 
g,,(:r) < iU||.r||. (().(>) 
09 
Apply (6.6) with x = (.7;,A-) definect by 
1 • if J 5' ', ^' S '• 
' •' ' 0 ; otlHU'wise 
Note that, in this case, ||:ri| = 2. (i) must holci. 
Let the sequences fi*"'-) - (6J^ /^  : j , A- = 0, 1, 2. • • •). S^^' = (ftjl'). C'^ '^ = {(^^) 
and C = (Cjfc) be defined as follows. 
For all;/, k, q, r, we set 
f^(qr) ^ f 1 ; if (j , O^ = (5, ?-) 
J*" I 0 ; otherwise ; 
f^ii) ^ [ 1 : if i = Q 
^'^ I 0 ; otherwise 
(r) J 1 ; if -^ = r 
^'^ \ 0 ; otherwise ; 
and 
Cjk = 1 for all j , k. 
Since £?('?'•), 5('?)^C'('-) ^nd C G ^2- necessity of (ii). (iii), (iv) and (v) are obvious. 
Conversely, let the conditions hold and that x = (xjk) € V2. We have defined 
BV^ as a subspace of £^. Thus, in order to prove that Ax G BV^, it is first of ail 
necessary to prove that Ax exists and is bounded. Since the sum (i) is bounded, it 
follows in particular that the 'p,q = 0 is bounded, that is to say, that 
EE"-.^ (6.7) 
j = 0 fc=0 
is bounded for all i, ?', m, n. Hence by tfie convergence of (v)' for fixed in, n the result 
follows easily. 
Now by (v) . the series 
^^a{p,q,j,k,.sj) 
converges for all p,q,.sj. Ucnvc if w(^  write 
oc 
. J(/A q. J. k, s, t) = Yl ^I^P^ 'J^ ' ' •^' ''*' '^^  
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where 
r=k-
then ^Mj>,(j,J,k.s.f) is defined, also, tor tixeci p^q.sj we havc^  
7(p, q,i,k,s, i) —)• 0 as A- —> oc 
^HP^QJ,k,sJ) ^ 0 as J — ex; 
then (ill) g i^ves that 
OC DC 
p=0 q=0 
converges uniformly in s,t. Similarly (iii) and (iii)' give that, for fixed k 
OC OC OO 
X] X^ X ] ^ ^P' ^ ' •?' '^' *•' ^ ^ 
p=0 7=0 j = 0 
converges uniformly in .s, t; and (iv) and (iv)' give that, for fixed j 
OC OC OC 
p=0 9=0 A:=0 
converges uniformly in ,s',/. From (ii) for fixed j,k. we have that the series 
OC OC 
p=0 <;=:0 
converg(>s uniformly in s.t. Since 
OC OC 
ii{p, (I, J. k, ^J) = Y1^ "'^P' 'I- *' ^ ' •^ ' ^^  
i : - j r=k 
"X' X. j — l o c 
(=0 r-vA- ( = 0 r-^A;^ 
0 ^ r : ( ) r : - - ( ) ^ , = , 0 "-/-T.-O ,—-(} 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.ir 
(6.12) 
a {p. (j, i. r. s.t) 
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3C k- 1 
X ! X^ «'(>,'/, ^^  ?•> •^•. ^)~-YLYl "^i'- '''• '•''' •''• '> 
(,=:0 r- = 0 
J - i oc 
(==0 rv=() 
J - I A---1 
" X X '^ ^^ P' ^ '^-' '^•^  •^ ' )^ "^  X X^ ^ ^^ '^ '^ -'' '^  •'•' ^^  
z=0 r=0 (=0 r=0 
= <3(p, y, 0,0, s, 0 - [A^b, 9,0,0, s, t) - ,d(p, ^ , 0, A:, .s, t)] 
j - i fc-i 
- [iHp, q, 0,0, s, t) - /3(p, y, J, 0, s, f)j + X X ^'^P''?'''- ^' ' ' ' ^^  
,-=0 r = 0 
= ,5(p, g, 0, k, H, t) + /3(p, q, j , 0, s, t) - (3{p, q, 0, 0, .s, t) 
Therefore it follows that, for fixed j , k XX^i'^(P'^'-^'^^'^'^)l 
p=0 9=0 
converges uniformly in s, t. 
Now 
oc oc 
/,, (/l:r) = X X ^^^P' ^^- -i' ^'^ •- )^-^ 'j^ ^ o / " / • ' • • 
j = 0 *:=0 
( A i i X j ^ t ) 
= X X XX"(P'9''' ' ' '*^'^) 
= X X ''^(^' '^ ^ •''• ''•''''''' ^^^'-•''j''" • '^• j" ' -* ' ^ '^-^ ^^ -^i ^ 
by (G.8) and the bouiuk^dness of :;• =^  (XJA-)-
Now (i) and the houndednoss of the snm (6.9) show that 
X5Z!'^(^'-''-'''^''-''^)! 
is houndefl for all j,k,s,t. Wo can make 
• 2 ^ 7 - 1 , / r - l I 
E E 
J -J(,- 1 k--k\y-l 
I'j- l.k — -J'-j.k-l * - ' 0 - l . * - - i ! 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
arbitrarily small by choosing jo a»d ko sufficiently larg(>. It therefore, follows that, 
given c > 0 we can choose jo, ko so that, for all ,s, /, 
CX; OC 
E E '^(^^' ^^'•?' ^•' -'^ ' ^)(-''3k - -''j'l.k -~ •''j,k-l -t- •I'j-i.k-U < f.. (6.17) 
Now since for each j , A;, (6.14) converges uniformly in s, t, it follows that once jo, "^o 
have been chosen we can choose po, qo so that, for all s, t 
DC OC jo ko 
E E ^Y^f^(P^Q^J^^^''^^^)('^Jk-X.j-l^k-X.,,k-l+X.,-Uk~l] 
p=P0 + l q=qo + l i = 0 fc=0 
< e. 
OC OO 
It follows from (6.17) that the same inequality holds when Yl ^"^ Yl ^^e replaced 
p=0 q=0 
OC OC 
by J2 and ^ respectively: hence for all s, t, 
p=P0 + l 9=90 + 1 
OC OC 
P==P0+1 9=90+1 j=0 fc=0 
< 26 (6,18) 
that is 
Thus 
OC OC 
E E \'^P9st{Ax)\ < 2e. 
p=P0-\-l q^qo + l 
OO OC 
p=0 9=0 
converges uniformly in s,t. Hence Ax satisfies condition (i) of Definition 6.4: we 
still have to show that it satisfies condition (ii) of Definition 6.4. 
Further, we can write 
(i)p^„{Ax) = X] E ^(^' '^ ' •^ ' ^' •^ •' ^^^'^^' 
7=0 A-=0 
bv Ab(>]'s partial suni we have 
cl> 
J - l k^-\ 
;„,SI{AX) -rr- XI E E E "(^ '^ '^ ' J^ ^^ "^' ^^  
= 0 A—0 >- r = 0 /•=0 
A u T ]k 
i6 
using (6.13), we get 
= J 2 5l!^'^(P' '^ '^ '' ^^ "'•' ^^  " ^^^-f'^ '?• "' ^ •' •'' ^^^  
~p{p, q,j, 0, .s, t) + I3{p, q, 0, 0, .s\ t)\/\nXjk. 
again using Abel's partial sum to first three suinniations, we g(^ t 
CXD OO OC .DC 
" X m a(p, 9, J, '^, '*'•, )^3^ jt ~ 5Z X! "(^' ^^ '•^ ' '^' *' )^^ Jo-^ -J^ -
oo oo oc oc 
- ^ ^ a{p, q, j , k, s, t) AoiXj/.- + 'Y1Y1 "^P' ^' •^ ' ^ ' •^ •' 0 Aiia-jfc-
j = 0 k=0 j=0 fc=0 
Hence 
oo oo 
p = 0 g = 0 oo oo oc oo 
2 X^  S E "(P' ^ ' •^ ' '^ '  ^ ' ^ )^ > 
j = 0 fc=0 p = 0 q = 0 
oo oo oo oo 
- X] X] S 5Z "^ '^ ^ '-^ ' ^' '^ ' ^ )'^ io^ j't 
j = 0 A;=0 p = 0 5 = 0 
oc oc oc oo 
H 5Z J ] 5Z '^ P^' ^ ' •^ ' ^ •' *• ^ ^^ "1 
j = 0 fc=0 p = 0 (j=0 
a; jk 
+ 1 ] S 5ZIZ "^ '?'' '^-^ ^ •^' '^^ ^^ i^i-'^ j^ -
j = 0 fc=0 p = 0 q = 0 
oo oc [- oc oc 
j = 0 A;=0 L p = 0 9 = 0 
iA-.,sJ.){x.,k - •%-!,-<•) 
oo r DO OC / D C 
7=0 '-/j=0 g = 0 ^A; = 0 
\ 
^],k~ 1 ) 
j=[) - p = U (/ 
oc oo [- c>c oc 
OC OC oo oc 
E E "-'^-''j^ "^  E ""^ ''^ - ^ E "'^"^•' ^ "^  
;/-.-() k--0 k---0 ,r---0 
J'jk " -''j-l.k ^ -i'j.k- 1 ^ •'•.; 1.A--
where 
ij = lim x^k == yZi-^'jk^ •^j.k-i)-
k=0 
hk = lim x> = y^i^jk - Xj^i^k), 
J = 0 
^ = lim X =^  > y j Aiix-.i;. for x G v 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
P R O O F O F T H E O R E M 6 . 3 . Suppose that A is absolutely cr-regular matrix. 
Then a-WmAB^''^^ - 0 = a-limajfc, a-WmAB^'^'^ = 0 = a-limaoA:, a-\\mA0'''> = 
0 = cr-limajo, cr-lim AC = 1 = o--lima; that is, conditions (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) 
holds respectively. Condition (i) follows as in the proof of Theorem 6.2. Conversely, 
if a matrix A satisfies the conditions of the theorem, then it is an absolutely a-
conservative matrix. For x G ^2, the cr-limit of Ax is 
oo oo oo oo 
j = 0 fc=0 fc=0 j = 0 
which reduces to i by using conditions (ii)-(v). 
Hence A is an absolutely a-regular matrix. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Chapter 7 
INVARIANT MEAN AND SOME CORE THEOREMS 
FOR DOUBLE SEQUENCES 
INVARIANT MEAN A N D SOME C O R E T H E O R E M S 
FOR D O U B L E SEQUENCES 
7.1. I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Let us consider the following sublinear functionals defined on if: 
L[x) ~ limsupx, 
U{x) = limsupsup -— . , . Y ] V Xs+j^t+k-
For real bounded sequence x = (xj^), we have the following cores of x = {xjk}'-
P-core{x} = \—L{—x),L{x)\ (see Patterson [40]), 
M-core{j:} = [-L\-x),U{x)\ (see Mursaleen - Edely [31]), 
a-coreja,-} = \-Q{~x),Q{x)\ (see Mursaleen - Mohiuddine [33]). 
There are many authors whose work on cores of single and/or double sequences 
is to be mentioned here, e.g. [7], [9], [10], [ l l j , [12], [26], [39] and [49]. 
In Section 7.2, we define the norm on V^ such that it is a Banach space, and 
we characterize Kf-regular matrices. In Section 7.3, we use V^'-regular matrices to 
establish a core theoreui. Since for all x € £^, cr-core{,-r} C P-core{x}. we find 
a Tauberian condition for the reverse inclusion in Section 7.4. In Section 7.5, we 
establish a core theorem for absolutely equivalent matrices. 
7.2. CHARACTERIZATION 
First we (k^fine the norm on V.". 
T H E O R E M 7.1. v:r is a B anach space normed by 
||.rj| = sup ]rp,,,,,(.7:)|. 
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P R O O F , it can be easily verified that (7.1) defines a norm on V.". W(^  show that 
K/ is complete. Let (x '^) be a Cauchy sequence in V.". Then for each j , / c , (.7;^ '^ ) is 
a Cauchy sequence in M. Therefore x^ ,^ -^ Xjk («ay). Put x - (x^k)- given e there 
exists an nrteger N{e) = N say, such that, for each b,d > N 
.v\» 
^ ' i A.SLil(i I 
l !„ .b 
-x'^ll <e /2 . 
Hence 
4 A-.n 3 ^^;.\ 
^ V A r-r. H A M - f«jCJ L 
sup iTpq., 
>'/Ace. Nte • ) f 
, , ( x ' ' - x ' ^ ) | < 6/2, 
then for each p, <?, s, i and h,d> N, we have '^S^^'ni Iji 
| rp , . , (x^-a- ' ^ ) |<e /2 . 
Taking limit (i -> 00, we have for 6 > A'^  and for each p, q, s, ^ 
iTpq«t(x ' ' -x) |<6/2 . (7.2) 
Now for fixed 6, the above inequality holds. Since for fixed b, x^ G V^ we get 
Um Tpqsti^^) = ^ 
uniformly in s,t. For given e > 0, there exist positive integers po,9o such that 
TpU^') - i\ < e/2, (7.3) 
for p > po,q > qo and for all s,i. Here po,qo are independent of s , t but depend 
upon e. Now by using (7.2) and (7.3) we get 
\Tpq.st{x) - i \ = \Tpqst{x) - Tpgstix") + Tpgstix^) ~ ^1 
< \rpqst{x) - rpqst{x^)\ + \Tpgst{x'') " i\ 
< f, 
for p > po, q > go and for all s, t. 
Hence x = (xjk) G V^ and Vf is complete. 
This completes the proof of theorem. 
The following (k^finition was given by Qakan - Altay - Mursaleen [5]: 
DEFINITION 7.1. A matnx A = {a mnjk) 's said to be strongly e-regular if 
{xji,) e V" with liniAx = a- l imx. and we denote this by 
.4.r e for X 
.4e(V7,r^),„, 
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Now we define the following: 
D E F I N I T I O N 7 . 2 . A matrix A = iamnjk) is said to be V^-regular if Ax e V.^ 
for X -^^  (.r.,fc) G V2 witfi a- lim Ax = a- lirn :r. and we denote this by A e (VJf < ^'2 )rf-'r 
Now we characterize the matrix class {V^,V{) as well as {V2 ,V2)reg- Let Z^ 
be the sufxspace of V" such that lim Tpqst{x) = 0, uniformly in s, i, that is 
Z" = {.T -^  (xjk) t I2" : lim Tpq,^i{x) = 0, uniformly in sj,}. 
p.g—>oc 
Note that every y E V^ can be written as 
y = X + iE, 
w here x E Z^, £ = \imTpgst{y) uniformly in s,t, and E = {ejk) with e-jk = 1 for all 
p,q 
T H E O R E M 7 . 2 . A matrix ^ = (amnjk) e (V^, 1/2'') if and only if 
00 00 
{i) \\A\\ = s u p J ] X] \(lmnjk\ < 00 ; 
mn j=0fc=0 
00 00 
j = 0 fc=0 
(m) A{a-S)e{if,V^): 
wher(^ S is the shift oj^erator. 
P R O O F . Sufficiency. Let the conditions hold and y = (yjk) £ V^ • Then 
y - .1; ^ ££ (7.4) 
where x == (xjk) G Z'JJ- = lim r^ ya/X?;), uniformly in .s, i and is = [ejk) with e,/e = 1 
for all J, k. 
Taking /1-transform in (7.4) we get 
Ay - Ax + iAE 
OC OC \ OC 
A - ^ ' Z E ^^mnjk i -O I 
If .r ^^  (:rjA:) 6 i'.f tlu^n by (iii) \v(> have A{ax - .x) G V:/. Since by (i) .4 is bounded 
linear opc^rator on f'.7. w(> g(>t .4Z." C V.^ . Ihwr Ax G V'/. 
Now from condition (ii) and (7.5). Ay G V:_f. Tlierefore .4 G (Kf. V.7). 
Necessity. Let A e (Kf, Kf). We know that c^ C VT C ?^= so we have A E (c^f-J^f). 
Hence necessity of (i) follows. Since E e V" then AE e V"• This is ecinivalent to 
- j=0 fe=0 ^ m . n = l 
that is, (ii) holds. For each x = (xjk) € -Kjf, <7,T — .7; G V'f because 
(f{(rx — x) = (p{ax) — ip{x) = 0 
for all a-means (p. Hence A{px — x) € V2 ^ that is, (iii) holds. 
C O R O L L A R Y 7 . 1 . A = (a„„jfe) e (V'2'',^'')7eg if and only if conditions (i), (ii) 
with a - l ima = 1, and (iii) hold. 
7.3. CORE THEOREM 
We establish the following core theorem which is a double sequence version of Tho-
erem 3 of Mishra - Satpathy - Rath [27]. 
THEOREM 7.3. For every x G v:^, 
Q{Ax) < Q(x) (or a-core{Ax} C a-core{x}) (7.6) 
if and only if 
[i.) A [^ V'/-regular; 
OC 'DC 
(") Urn sup sup ^ J2 W{p-<hJ,^,^'i,f)\ = 1; 
where 
p(i ^—' ^—' 
P R O O F . Necessity, l.ct (7.6) iiold for all ,7- -^  {x^k) £ V"• Then 
i . ( \ 
~Q{^.r.) < -Q{-Ax) < Q{Ax) < Q{x) 
n-Wm'mix < -(}{-'A.r) < Q{Ax) < a-liuisup.r 
If X £ V.f rhen we have 
-Q{~Ax) = Q{Ax) = a- limx 
i.e. 
cr-lim(/lx) = a-\\n\x. 
Hence A is V^'^-regular, i.e. (i) holds. 
Now by Lemma 2.1 of [37j, there is x = [x^k] € tf such that j|x|| < 1 and 
oc oo oo oo 
hm sup sup J ^ X ] ^ ( P ' ^'•^' ^'' ^' *)'^ .?*^  "" ^™ ^^P ^^P X ] E 1^ -^^ ' ^ ' •^ ' ^ '^ •^ ' ^ '^- '^ '^ " 
Hence if we define x = {xjk) by 
p , 9 - ^ o c s,( ^.^Q ^ ^ Q p , g - ^ o c s,t ^ ^ p ^ ^ Q 
•' I 0 ; otherwise; 
then 
oo oo 
1 = q{Ax) = Mm inf sup V V |/?(p, g, j , fc, s, t) | 
< Q(Ar) < Q{x) < \\x\\ < 1 
and henc(> (ii) is satisfied, where 
q{x) = hm inf sup V V x„j(,),^*(() / (p + l)(g + 1). 
p,o-+oc ^ , •^—' .^—' ^ ' ' ' / 
••' j = 0 fc=0 ' 
Svfficieacy. We know that r.^ C Kf". Thus by Theorem 2 in [33] 
Q{Ax) < L{x). 
Hence for z E Z",, we get 
Q{Ax + Az) < L{x-{- z). 
Takuig mfimuni owr z G Z". wo gcH 
inf Q[Ax • .4c) < inf hmsup(j:p,^ ^ Zj,^) = W(.r), say. 
Thus 
suphnisuprpy,.;^(.-l.r) t- inf inf lini inf Tp,^ ,,((.42) < l'V'(.i'). C -^'^ ) 
,, , p.,, . -^ z'-Z^ ^J p.,! -oc 
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Sinco" .42 G V" • we can write 
Az ^- z ' (E. 
where z € Z.f. f = a- liin-42- (:---- a- \\m z. since A is \'i' vrgvAiw)-
Xow operatins Tpg,^f on both sides, we have 
Tp^stiAz) =- Tpqst{z) -^ Tpq„{lE). 
By (T-regularity we have 
lirn inf rpq,,(A2)-- hm Tpt['z)-^t lim S^ S^ 0{p,q,j,k,s,t) (7.9). 
p,q—>oc p.q-^cc p.q^>-oc ^—-^ •*-—^ 
By definition of Zf 
lim Tp,,.,((z) = 0 
uniformly in s,t. Also 
™^ y ] Yl ^(P' ^' -?' '^ •' •^ ' )^ = 1-
From (7.9) we have 
! iminfTp, , , ( .42) - l (7.10) 
uniformly in ,s,/. Using (7.8) and (7.10) we get 
Q{Ax) ^ 1 < W{x) 
that is 
Q{A.r) < \V{x). 
As \V{x) -= Q{x). we g(>t 
^^.4./-) < Q(.r). 
This completes tlie !)roof of the Idieonnn. 
7.4. T A U B E R I A N CONDITION 
Sine«^ a-coiv{x} C P-core{.r}. we Hiid here the eonditif)n (Tanherian) for th(> reverse 
inclusion. 
T H E O R E M 7.4. For x • [x,^.) e / T . if 
l i i n ( . / \ / - x„,,,,rin) 0 ( ' - 1 1 ) 
>,/ 
S I 
holds, then P-core{x} C a-coTc{x}. 
P R O O F . By the definition ()f P-core and a-core, we hav(> to show that L{x) < Q(x). 
Let Q{x) = £. Then, for given f. > 0. for all j . A', .s. t and tor large />, q it folk)ws from 
the definition of Q that 
p g 1 i ' ^
^ ^ ' 1 = 0 A-=0 
( p + l ) ( g + l ) ^ ^ 
(7.12) 
Now we have 
•'^st •^st 
p n p '1 
)(.+!) EZ.-^-^(»-'=(o + (p_^iu„+i)LL (P + I)(Q + I) 
< 
i=o fc=o 
p q 
'^'aHs),a'^{t) 
j = 0 fc=0 
(7.13) 
Xst 
1 '^  ' ^ 
1)7^71) 5Z I ] a,V(,),^ .(,) +^ + e/2. ( p + l ) ( q + l ) j = 0 A:=0 
Since (7.11) holds, for given e > 0 we have \xst ~ .'E<Tj(s).cr'=(ol < ^/^ '^^ •'' ^^ ^ •?' ''^  ^ 0-
Thus 
V q 
Xst 
1 f 1 
( P + 1 ) ( Q + 1 ) 
1 
^(t) 
j=0 k=0 
< 
{p+l){q~^l) 
1 
7 = 0 A-=0 
(p + l ) ( g - l ) 
< f /2 . 
Taking lini snp in (7.13). we get L(x) < 1-+e. since e is arbitrary. Hence L{x) < Q{x). 
This complete the proof. 
In case a(-n] 1 in Theorem 7.4, we have 
C O R O L L A R Y 7.2. For 
' • '•'- ( - ' ' i k e i.f . If 
lini(.r,, • ' • . . . i , / ^ i ) = 0 (7.14) 
holds, then P-corej./:} C M-ci)re{,r}. 
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COROLLARY 7.3. if the condition (7.11) holds and .r is a-converj^f^nr. tlu-n ;/• is 
convergent. 
COROLLARY 7.4. if the condition (7.14) holds and .r is almost convergent, then 
X is convergent. 
7.5. CORE THEOREMS F O R ABSOLUTELY EQUIVALENT M A T R I C E S 
DEFINITION 7.3. A matrix A = ( 
o^mnjk) is said to be a-umforrnly positive if 
oc oc p q 
M^oc ,,j ^ ^ (p + 1)(9 + 1) Z ^ Z_^ 
i = 0 /fc=0 m=0 n=0 
= 1. 
D E F I N I T I O N 7 . 4 . Let A and B be two Fg^-regular matrices and 
00 OC 
y-mn = X / X l <^mnjkXjk a n d yl^„ = y ^ y ^ bmnjkXjk- (7 -15) 
j=0 fe=0 3=0 fc=0 
Then yl and B are said to be G-absolutely eQuivalent on £5^^ whenever (T-lini(7/n^n 
?/^„) = 0, i.e., either (?/««) and (?/^„) both tend to the same a-limit or neither of 
them tends to a cr-limit, bnt their difference tends to cr-limit zero. 
First we prove the following nsefiil lemma. 
L E M M A 7 . 1 . For x, y e if^. if a- lim \x — y\ = 0, then a-core{x} = a-cor:e{y}. 
P R O O F . Ifa-liml.?;-?;! = 0 then o--lim(x--?y) = a- l im(- . ' r+ ?/) = 0. By definition 
of cr-core. we have 
Q{-'—y)= ~Q{-x^y) =--(). 
Since Q is sublinear, 
0 = ~Q{^x + y)<^Qi^x)-Qiy). 
Therefore. 
Q{y) < -Q{~x). 
Also 
- Q ( - . r ) < Q ( x ) , 
this iinpli(>s that Q{y) < Q(x). By an argument similar as ab()V(>. we can show that 
Qir) < Q{y). 
This completes the proof. 
T H E O R E M 7 . 5 . Let A = (a^^jk) be a Kf-regular matrix. Then, C?(Ax) < Qix) 
for all X = {Xjk) G ^T 'f ^"<i o^^y if there is a ^"-rt'g'il^i' matrix B = (bmnjk) su^^h 
that B is a cr-uniformly positive and a-absolutely equivalent with A on t^. 
P R O O F . Let there be a y2'^-regular matrix B such that B is cr-uniformly posi-
tive and cr-absolntely equivalent with A on l'^\ Then, by (7.15) and cr-absolutely 
equivalence of A and B, we have 
a Imi \ymn - Vr, 
lim sup 
P 9 
E E 7.+i)(.+i) E E[«-''(^ ).-(*b '^^  - b. ''a'"{.s),CT"(t.)j.k\Xjk 
rn=0 n=0 
P 9 
- ii^iip!™c.^TEE(p+i)(q + n EEt«<^-(^).-"w..'c- .^'"(.).."{o../c] M p^;r^(p+i)(g + i).^ =on=o 
0 
uniformly in s,i . Now, by Lemma 7.1, cr-core{Ax} = a-corelBx} for all x G ^ 
By Theorem 7.3, we have Q{Ax) < Q{x), since x is arbitrary. 
oc 
2 • 
Conversely, let Q{Ax) < Q{x) for all x e i"^. Then by Theorem 7.3. A is 
<7-uniformly positive. 
Now we define a matrix B = (bmnjk) as 
for all rn, n, j , A; G N. Then it is easy to see that B is K^'^-regular since A is V^^'-regular. 
and 
cr-lim(.Ax) = a-\\m{Bx). (7.16) 
Further 
lim sup y y 1 
"^'-^^ •^ •' ; r ; ; ^ ( p + i ) ( 9 + i) 
P 9 
< um s 
p,( / ->OC ,, ( 
\'?EE 
?n=0 n=0 
1 
7 > / .^^'T^"(.s),g''(/)j.A-
P 9 
2 J > ^»„'"f.s),a"(tb.A: 
j = 0 A—0 
oc oc 
(P+I)(f7 + 1) 
1 
+ lim sup > > 
J^£::;(P^i)(^;-M) !><<!-
P <l 
H i = 0 ri=-0 
. a " (/),;.A 
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Since B is V2'^-rcgular, we have by (7.17) that 
l im 
P.13--+0C 
oc 00 I P 9 
sup y^ "v ^—~-—-- y^ y^ b„'ni^„r,in ^ 1. 
Thus S is (T-uniformly positive. Further, it follows from (7.16) that A and D are 
(7-absolutely equivalent. 
This completes the proof. 
When <7{n) = n + I in Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 7.5, we have the following 
corollaries: 
C O R O L L A R Y 7 . 5 . Let x, y€if. if /a- lim \x--y\ = 0 then 
M-core{x} = M-core{|/}. 
C O R O L L A R Y 7 . 6 . Let A he a (/2,/2)re9-matrix. Then L*{Ax) < L*{x) for all 
X e ^^ if and only if there is a (/2, /2)rep-matrix B such that 
lim sup 7 ^ 7 ^ 
j = 0 fe=0 M-^ OO ,^^ ^ ^ ( p + l ) ( g + l ) m = 0 n=0 
and 5 is /2-absolutely equivalent with A on f^ 
t^or (/2,/2)reg-i^'afri(-es, see Mursaleen [37]. 
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